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Abstract ASML Lithography machines trace data are vital inputs for configuration and calibration of 

machine components. To visualize these trace data, ASML engineers regularly utilize Gantt 

chart based visualization tools. Different components of lithography machines use different 

data formats to log their behavior. Accordingly different departments in ASML are using 

different trace data visualization tools. Developing and maintaining  multiple visualizer 

tools is costly, time consuming and reduces interoperability. This report describes a project 

conducted to achieve a generic and an extensible Gantt visualization tool. The tool is devel-

oped using Model Driven Engineering (MDE) methodology. To capture generic trace data 

attributes, Gantt figure elements and the mapping between the two languages, Gantt data,  

Gantt figure and Gantt mapping language are defined. Furthermore, transformation modules 

that transform data from one format to another are specified. The extensibility of the Gantt 

visualization tool is verified by porting the tool in to two different domains. The effort re-

quired to port the tool to a new domain was found to be very minimal (12 man-hours). This 

is a considerable gain compared to an average of four to six months that would take if the 

tool was developed from scratch.  
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Foreword 
 

ASML is a Dutch company that creates systems used in the semiconductor industry. 

These systems are very complex resulting from the fact that they need to realize im-

aging precision up to a nanometer. Managing this task can only be done by careful 

monitoring the behavior of these systems at a very high level of detail. This result in 

a lot of data and in order to be able to draw any conclusions from that, a comprehend-

ible visualization of the data is needed. Data, related to the execution order and speed 

of the machines, can perfectly be represented by Gantt charts. Gantt charts are used 

for several purposes within ASML. Unfortunately, some of the users started to devel-

op dedicated tools resulting in duplicating the common functionality to visualize the 

data. 

  

In software engineering (and engineering in general) it is good practice to reuse work 

that has already been done before. This has been recognized within the context of 

Gantt data representation so an assignment has been defined and executed by a group 

of TU/e – Software Technology trainees in 2012. This project resulted in additional 

insight needed for realizing the goal of the creation of one platform capable of pre-

senting data in a Gantt chart representation. This platform should not be restricted to 

one particular kind of usage, neither should it become too general or to detailed for 

any internal customer. 

  

Abelneh took the challenge of realizing this platform. Guarded by the additional in-

sight and two supervisors he started designing the ‘mother of all Gantt visualization 

platforms’. During this project we saw that even the additional insight would not 

have resulted into the perfect platform. Regular coaching discussions showed that the 

matter was definitely not trivial. During the project, Abelneh realized architectures 

and tools that perfectly demonstrated what worked and what did not. Sometimes, it 

seemed that terminology, needed to express abstract parts of the architecture, was 

lacking. Now and then, the project seemed to have two customers (supervisors) who 

required contradicting properties from the platform. It was Abelneh’s pragmatic ap-

proach that ensured that in the end a usable platform was realized. Besides his prag-

matic approach, also his motivation contributed to the amount of work and its quali-

ty. 

  

By the completion of this project, not only did ASML get additional insight in the 

achievability of such generic Gantt chart visualization platform, but also gained a 

new employee. We are sure that Abelneh will contribute further to the success of 

ASML and want to congratulate Abelneh with the successful completion of the Soft-

ware Technology program. We hope that Abelneh will encounter sufficient interest-

ing problems to keep his curiosity and motivation satisfied in his future inside and 

outside ASML. 

 

 

 

 

Ramon Schifflers and Wilbert Alberts 

September, 2014 

 

 





 

Preface 
 

This report is written as a partial fulfillment for a PDEng (Professional Doctorate 

in Engineering) degree at Eindhoven University of Technology. The report ac-

counts a final graduation project conducted over a period of nine months at 

ASML N.V., a company that designs and produces lithography machines. 

 

The project is aimed at designing and implementing a generic trace data visuali-

zation tool. It is primarily intended to enable ASML to visualize trace data gener-

ated by lithography machines in a single generic visualization tool.  

 

The project is conducted by the author as a trainee, accompanied by two software 

architects from ASML as supervisors. Furthermore, an assistant professor from 

Eindhoven University of Technology mentored the overall progress of the pro-

ject.  

 

As a graduation project, this report and accompanying deliverables are used for 

assessing the competency of the author as a software design engineer. As a soft-

ware project, this report documents the design and implementation of a trace data 

visualization tool. 

 

This report is intended for anyone interested in visualizing trace data in general 

and visualizing trace data using Gantt charts in particular. Since the design and 

implementation do not take any ASML specific technology, any reader with a 

software engineering background can read the entire report fairly easily. For a 

reader interested in model driven engineering, the architectural design and meta-

modelling chapters can be more interesting. 

 

 

Abelneh Yirsaw Teka 

September 2014. 
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Executive Summary 
 

 

ASML N.V. is a manufacturer of advanced technology systems for the semicon-

ductor industry. It provides semiconductor manufacturers like Samsung and Intel 

with advanced lithography systems used in manufacturing of ICs (Integrated Cir-

cuits).  

 

Lithography systems are designed to deliver high throughput measured in wafers 

per hour. In order to achieve this, all subsystems need to be precisely tuned to 

maximize the throughput of the machine. This requires careful analysis of the 

actual behavior of the system and the impact of design changes. For this, ASML 

system engineers regularly utilize a tool that visualizes machine trace data as a 

Gantt chart. 

 

Different components of lithography machines use different format to log their 

behavior. Accordingly different departments in ASML are using different trace 

data visualization tools. Developing and maintaining a different visualiser tool for 

each trace data format poses a number of issues including: 

i. Unnecessary cost incurred for developing and maintaining multiple vis-

ualization tools 

ii. Lack of standardization and interoperability 

 

In addition, the current visualization tools lack advanced visualization features 

such as traceability from visualization tool to source data and comparison of two 

trace data instances. 

 

To address these issues, a generic and extensible trace data format should be de-

fined. In addition, an extensible visualization tool should be developed based on 

the defined generic trace data format. The extensibility is crucial as it allows port-

ing of the application into a new domain with a minimal effort. 

 

This report accounts a project conducted to achieve such a generic and an exten-

sible Gantt visualization tool. The tool is developed using (MDE) Model Driven 

Engineering based methodology. Accordingly, the metamodels for the relevant 

data formats such as Gantt data and visualization data formats are designed first 

followed by the structure of the relations between these metamodels. The generic 

data format captures Gantt chart concepts such as activities, dependencies be-

tween activities, and resources consumed by these activities. The visualization 

data format captures renderable Gantt figure elements like lanes, boxes and lines. 

To transform these data formats from one format into another, model-to-model 

transformation technologies are used.  

 

As a prominent modeling environment, Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) and 

related technologies are extensively used. EMF is chosen for three main reasons: 

first, EMF and associated technologies allow defining of extensible data formats 

and model-to-model transformations. Second, Eclipse had a lot of built-in and 

reusable components that can be used in creating custom applications.  Third, 

EMF based approach finely integrates with the existing eclipse based technolo-

gies used in ASML. 

  

The extensibility of the Gantt data model and the visualization plugin is verified 

by porting the plugin in to two different domains. The effort required to port the 

plugin to a new domain was found to be very minimal (12 man-hours). This is a 

considerable gain when compared to an average of four to six months that would 

take if the plugin is developed from scratch.  
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1.Introduction 
 

This chapter briefly introduces the project context, the problem domain and the ob-

jectives of this project. It explains Integrated Circuit (IC) manufacturing process, 

lithography machines and their role in the IC manufacturing process. 

 

This chapter also introduces trace data generated by lithography machines.  General 

properties of trace data, their use and the way they are visualized in ASML are also 

illustrated in this chapter. 

1.1    Context 
 

ASML is a manufacturer of advanced technology systems for the semiconductor in-

dustry[1]. It provides semiconductor manufacturers (chip makers) with advanced 

lithography systems that make sophisticated electronic chips. These chips, or inte-

grated circuits (ICs), are the brains and hearts of practically all electronic devices 

manufactured these days. 

 

A typical IC contains billions of interconnected transistors in an area less than 2cm
2
. 

According to Moore’s law [2],  the number of transistors on ICs will double approx-

imately every two years. Semiconductor manufacturers like Intel and Samsung are 

constantly trying to increase even more the density of transistors in a chip since it 

makes ICs more powerful, more compact, less power consuming and less heat dissi-

pating.   

 

The majority of today’s semiconductor manufacturers use ASML lithography ma-

chines. These machines can print complex circuit diagrams into fingernail size chips 

with nanometer accuracy. Accordingly, it is these machines that are responsible for 

determining how much circuitry can be packed onto a chip; and inherently it is also 

these machines that determine the size and shape of all chip components and connec-

tions and contacts. 

 

A chip manufacturing process starts by feeding a stack of sliced and polished wafers 

to a lithography machine. From that moment on, the wafers pass through thousands 

of production steps before the wafer is turned into an array of chips. Discussing all 

these steps in detail is out of the scope of this project. However, an overview of the 

most important steps is illustrated (Figure 1.1) and is discussed below.  

 

i. Material deposition and photoresist coating: the process of covering wafer 

with a photoresist material. The photoresist material is sensitive to light and 

captures circuit design images when they are exposed on it. 

ii. Exposure: The process of exposing integrated circuit patterns on the wafer. 

The circuit pattern to be printed is premade ahead of exposure on a transpar-

ent photomask material called reticle. The exposure process works in the 

same way as an overhead projector. In an overhead projector, when a light is 

cast on a transparency sheet, a (magnified) shadow of the image available on 

the transparency sheet is projected on a big screen. Similarly, in a wafer ex-

posure process, the shadow of the circuit pattern from the reticle is displayed 

/ exposed on the coated silicon wafer.  

iii. Etching and Ashing: Etching refers to removing unexposed parts of the pho-

to resisting material on the silicon wafer. Once the etching process is com-

pleted, the ashing process removes any extra photoresistor material.  

iv. Dicing and Packing: A single wafer can consist of thousands of individual 

chips. A diamond saw is used to slice the wafer into individual chips. Final-

ly the chips are packed in to a case that provides protection and contact 

wires for the chip. 
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Figure 1.1: IC manufacturing process  

 

By repeating the material deposition, exposure, etching, and ashing process 20 to 30 

times on a single wafer, ASML lithography machines can accommodate billions of 

transistors on a single chip. Because the size of chips needs to be as small as possible 

and the number of transistors to be packed is quite large, the transistors should be 

printed within a nanometer precision. This makes lithography machine development 

a complex venture. Furthermore, the rising demand of having more and more transis-

tors on a chip is escalating the size and complexity of ASML’s lithography machines. 

 

To achieve a maximum quality and quantity throughput from these complex lithog-

raphy machines, all the subsystems and components need to be precisely configured 

and finely tuned.  Some of the components of these machines operate at a nanosec-

ond precision while other components operate within a few seconds precision. Hence 

configuring, synchronizing, and tuning the machine components need a delicate and 

careful analysis based on each sub subsystem and component behavior.  

 

The primary source of information for such analysis originates from the log data of 

ASML machines located on customer premises.  Every key component of an ASML 

machine logs its properties and behaviors in a trace file. It is also possible to get a 

similar log data from the simulation models used in ASML during the design and 

development of new lithography systems. 

 

The content of a log file varies from component to component. For instance, some 

log files contain data about what activity is running at what time while others include 

information about signal values at different moments. Nevertheless, a log file, among 

other things, can include information about activities running, values of signals, and 

sizes of a queue at a particular moment 

 

1.2    Trace Data Visualization in ASML 
 

The size, type, and contents of log data generated by lithography machines vary from 

component to component. However, in terms of size, an average trace record can 

contain thousands of lines of trace records. Manual parsing and inspection of these 

kinds of relatively big trace data is practically impossible. Hence usage of an auto-

mated trace visualization tool is compulsory. 
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Within ASML, Gantt chart based visualization tools are commonly used for visualiz-

ing trace data. Gantt charts are primarily used in managing and tracking activities 

within a project [3]. These charts are essential nowadays in project management as 

they enable visual illustration of the start and finishing times of activities. It is also 

possible to show different kinds of dependencies between activities and milestones in 

a Gantt chart. 

 

ASML data analysts use a number of Gantt chart based tools for visualizing and ana-

lyzing machine data. An example of such a tool is a throughput viewer that is used by 

data analysts to show activities performed on a wafer by subsystems of a lithography 

machine. This throughput viewer depicts subsystem activities against their time 

stamp values as shown in Figure 1.2.  

 

 
 

Figure 1.2 a Gantt chart showing activities performed on a wafer 

 

1.3    Project Objective 
 
Currently, both the content and the format of the log data generated by different Li-

thography machine components are diverse. Accordingly, different application do-

mains within ASML are using their own domain-specific Gantt visualizer tool.  

 

Furthermore, in the current situation, if a certain department needs to visualize a new 

log data format, the department has to develop a custom trace visualizer tool practi-

cally from scratch, i.e., the current trace data visualization tools within ASML are not 

designed to be reused across multiple departments and/or data formats.  

 

Lack of generic data format and a generic visualization tool is posing a number of 

problems within ASML. First, ASML is incurring a lot of costs for maintaining mul-

tiple trace data visualization tools. Second, having multiple data formats is affecting 

interoperability among different visualization tools. Last but not the least, the lack of 

a generic trace data format makes it difficult to aggregate and perform summarized 

analysis on log data generated by different components of the lithography machines. 

 

The main objective of this project is then to study the existing log data formats used 

in ASML lithography machines, extract the common concepts and then develop a 

generic trace data format. Second, a generic trace data visualization tool should also 

be designed that can convert trace data into the generic trace data format  and visual-

ize it in a Gantt chart based tool. 
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Even though there are a number of similarities across multiple trace data formats 

generated by ASML machine components, each component log data can also have its 

own domain specific information. The third objective of this project is aimed at ac-

commodating these kinds of variations by designing an extensible visualization tool. 

The extensibility is a crucial requirement as it allows introducing of application do-

main specific properties and further analysis on these application domain concepts. 

1.4    Outline 
 
This report is divided into twelve chapters. An overview of each chapter is outlined 

below: 

 

Chapter one presents the introduction of the project. It first introduces the project 

context including ASML and its core business. It then presents an overview of the 

lithography process and Gantt chart based visualization tools used in ASML. 

 

Chapter two elaborates the project domain. It introduces Gantt charts and their appli-

cation in detail. It also gives an overview of some of the trace files generated by 

ASML machines and how they are visualized. 

 

Chapter three presents the limitations of ASML’s current Gantt chart visualization 

tools of ASML. An overview of early identified design opportunities that can be used 

to tackle the existing limitations is also presented. 

 

Chapter four introduces the stakeholders involved in the system. ASML data analysts 

and ASML utility application developers are identified and explained as the key 

stakeholders of this project.  

 

Chapter five presents the requirements of the project. It discusses the main use cases 

and the requirement elicitation process. Based on the use cases, this chapter also pre-

sents lists of functional, quality, and nice-to-have requirements. 

 

Chapter six presents the architectural design of the system to be built. The architec-

tural design is described using the 4+1 architectural view model. it also presents vari-

ous design decisions made in realizing the architecture and its subcomponents. 

 

Chapter seven elaborates the details of the architecture presented in chapter six. Var-

ious metamodels designed as sub components of the reference architecture are ex-

plained in detail. 

 

Chapter eight highlights the key aspects of the implementation of the designed archi-

tecture. The implementation strategies followed in realizing both the model-to-model 

transformations and Eclipse based applications are elaborated. 

 

Chapter nine explains the validation and verification process. Architecture evaluation 

process and results and testing procedures and results are the main concepts dis-

cussed in this chapter.  

 

Chapter ten summarizes the results of the project. It also proposes further improve-

ments as a future work of this project. 

   

Chapter 11 discusses the project management strategies followed throughout the 

course of the project. A number of potential risks identified in the early phase of the 

project are presented. The mitigation strategies for the identified risks are also ex-

plained in detail. 

 

Chapter 12 presents a retrospective on the whole process of the project. It also re-

vised the design opportunities identified in the early phases of the project.   
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2. Domain Analysis 
 

This chapter elaborates different domain concepts used in this report. It introduces 

background information on Gantt charts and their application in project management. 

It also briefly explains the characteristics of trace data generated by ASML machines. 

The usage of Gantt chart based tools to visualize trace data in ASML is also present-

ed.  

2.1    Gantt chart 
 
Gantt charts are special types of bar charts that are primarily used for illustrating pro-

ject schedules. Developed by Henry Laurence Gantt (1861-1919), a Gantt chart illus-

trates the duration of tasks in a project against the progression of time [3].  

 

Following their popularity and usability, a wide range of Gantt chart making tools 

like Microsoft Project[4] and TeamGantt [5] have been developed. Moreover, more 

and more libraries are being released to enable development of custom made Gantt 

visualization tools. Thanks to these tools and libraries, it is now possible to illustrate 

advanced features of project management like task dependencies, percentage of task 

completions and milestones easily in a single Gantt chart. Figure 3.1 shows a snap-

shot of a typical software project plan made using a Gantt chart. 

 

 

Figure 3.1:a sample Gantt chart for a software development project. 

 

As can be seen in Figure 3.1, Gantt chart illustrates the activities of a project on left 

side of the chart along the vertical axis. The duration of each activity is shown as 

rectangular bars on the center and right part of the chart. The exact duration of these 

activities can be inferred from the calendar time depicted on the top of the chart.  

 

In this particular Gantt chart, additional information about activities in the project can 

be inferred. For instance, it can be seen what percentage of an activity is completed 

so far by looking at the variance of the transparencies of activities. As an example the 

“Software Design” activity in the above Gantt chart is only 56% completed. Fur-

thermore, the chart also illustrates dependencies among activities by drawing arrow 

headed lines between activities.  

 

In addition to illustrating project schedules, Gantt charts are also being used in other 

domains which process time varying data. For example, Gantt charts are being used 

to represent the amount of data collected so far in data collection activities. In soft-
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ware intensive domains, Gantt charts are also used to illustrate trace data generated 

during the execution of a certain program.  

2.2    Event logging and Visualizing Trace Data in ASML  
 

ASML lithography systems utilize thousands of subsystems and components to pro-

duce chips. The activities performed by all these components need to be synchro-

nized and finely tuned to produce an error free chip. Some of these activities are exe-

cuted within a nanosecond precision while other activities are observable by a naked 

eye.  Configuring these varying components requires a careful analysis based on the 

behavior of each component. 

 

The primary source of information for such analysis originates from the log data of 

ASML machines located on customer premises.  Every key component of ASML 

machine logs its properties and behaviors in a log file. It is also possible to get a simi-

lar log data from the simulation models used in ASML during the design and devel-

opment of new lithography systems. 

 

The size and contents of a trace data vary from component to component. For in-

stance, some log files contain data about what activity is running at what time while 

others include information about signal values at different moments. Figure 3.1 

shows a small snippet of log data generated by a lithography machine. Nevertheless, 

a log file, among other things, can include information about 

 

• Activities running at given time 

• Timestamps of each activity. An activity time stamp data contains, among 

other things, information about the start and end time of an activity. 

• Dependencies among multiple activities  

• Values of various signals 

• Sizes of various queues 

 

 

Figure 3.1 a sample trace data from an ASML lithography machine 

 

As can be seen in Figure 3.1, it is practically impossible to analyze this kind of trace 

data manually. Hence ASML engineers use a number of visualization tools to parse 

and illustrate trace data generated by ASML machines. 

 

In the previous subsection, it is shown that a Gantt chart based visualization tool is 

ideal for representing this kind of time varying trace data. Accordingly ASML uses a 

number of these tools to visualize lithography machine trace data.  

 

An example of such a tool is a throughput viewer that is used by data analysts to 

show activities performed on a wafer by various subsystems of a lithography ma-

chine. This throughput viewer, as shown in figure 3.2, depicts subsystem activities 

against their time stamp values for a specific period of time.  
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Another Gantt chart based tool used at ASML is a process schedule visualizer. 

ASML data analysts use this tool to visualize the scheduling of processes performed 

within a subsystem that control multiprocessor components.   This tool employs a 

Gantt charts based approach for illustrating the scheduling of process control compu-

tation blocks.  

 

 

Figure 3.2 a Gantt chart showing activities performed on a wafer. 

 

A third Gantt chart based application in ASML is machine recovery and calibration 

visualizer. A recovery process in ASML lithography machines is a complex process 

that encompasses calibration, configuration and synchronization among multiple 

components. Gantt charts are again used to visualize the execution of these calibra-

tions and recovery processes. 

2.3    Gantt chart based tools in ASML 
 
Currently, different application domains use different application specific Gantt visu-

alizer tools. The Gantt visualization tools discussed in the previous subsection, for 

example, have their own application domain specific data format. Hence it is practi-

cally impossible to visualize a trace data from one subsystem on a visualizer de-

signed for another subsystem. 

 

Accordingly, developing a Gantt visualizer for a new application domain requires 

developing a brand new Gantt visualization tool based on the domain-specific data 

format. Doing so entails application specific data modeling, filtering, and extraction 

processes for each application domain.  

 

Within ASML, it is the responsibility of toolsmiths
1
 to develop these kinds of utility 

applications. Hence, these toolsmiths have to understand application specific data 

formats, interpret them, and develop a relevant visualizer. Beside the visualization, 

the configuration and style of the visualization elements should also be defined. The 

style, for instance, can include specifying line colors, line styles, and backgrounds.  

 

The source of this style and other configuration information can be an input from an 

application domain expert and/or an application data analyst. Beside color and ap-

pearance, other aspects of visualization can also be configured. For instance, the 

range of activities that should be visualized in the tool at one time or the default time 

interval can also be configured. Once the configuration is completed, the ASML data 

analyst can use the new tool for analyzing and visualizing trace data. 

                                                      
1 A toolsmith, in software engineering terminology, is an engineer who develops 

utility applications to be used by others. 
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3. Problem Analysis 
 

In previous chapters, it is explained that ASML employs different kinds of domain-

specific Gantt visualization tools to analyze and visualize trace data.  It is also ex-

plained that each application specific visualization tool has its own domain-specific 

data and visualization format.  

 

This chapter presents problems that are associated with the usage of multiple Gantt 

data formats. A brief description of a previous effort to tackle the problems is also 

discussed.  

3.1    Context  
 

Historically, the data formats used by the visualization techniques in ASML were 

application specific, i.e., there was no generic Gantt data format since each applica-

tion domain at ASML uses its own logging and visualization format. 

 

Two commonly used Gantt chart based visualization tools used in ASML are ESI 

Trace Viewer and Throughput Viewer. These Gantt chart visualization tools employ 

their own Gantt data and visualization formats to capture and visualize trace data 

from ASML machines.  

 

A lack of generic representation and visualization format poses a number of problems 

including but not limited to 

 

i. Extra cost to develop and maintain each application specific Gantt visu-

alization tool independently.  

ii. Difficulty in communication among ASML data analyst: Lack of gener-

ic data format creates ambiguity and misunderstanding among different 

data analysts of ASML. 

iii. Difficulty in interoperability: a standardized data formats ensures a ma-

chine data can be easily shared across multiple data analysis tools effi-

ciently. Without a standard format, ASML engineers need to change 

one data format to another or use multiple tools.  

iv. Compatibility: Subsequent tools that are going to be realized by ASML 

will be forced to be compatible with multiple data formats. If a generic 

data and visualization format is prepared, ASML tools need to be com-

patible with only one data format. 

v. Difficulty in quality maintenance: Quality assurance processes usually 

need certain kind of common ground to assess the quality of a certain 

data, process, or tool. If multiple Gantt data formats are being used, it 

will be difficult to have common quality assessment criteria for ASML 

Gantt visualization tools.  

 

3.2    Existing Efforts to alleviate these problems: 
 
To decrease cost and at the same time, to increase interoperability, and standardiza-

tion, ASML is interested in defining a generic Gantt data format. The generic Gantt 

data format can then be used across multiple application domains. For the sake of 

creating a consistent visualization layout, ASML is also interested in creating a ge-

neric Gantt chart visualization format.  

 

A generic Gantt data and visualizer will prevent the current situation of having a sep-

arate Gantt chart viewer for each trace data format. 
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To resolve this lack of standardized Gantt data format and tool, ASML developed a 

prototype Gantt visualization plugin for Eclipse in 2012. The plugin, which was de-

veloped in collaboration with TU/e trainees, addressed (at least partially) the lack of 

generic Gantt data format by providing a generic Gantt data format. The plugin also 

includes a generic Gantt visualization data format based on the data format used by 

the Jaret library
2
 [6].   

 

Gantt data visualization tools need to provide various options to configure certain 

parts of the visualization, like adjustment of background color and line styles. Con-

figurability of visualization allows customization of the visualization tool to match 

the needs of individual application domains and/or end users. The plugin developed 

by TU/e trainees uses a custom made Domain Specific Language (DSL) for specify-

ing these configurations.  

 

Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the approach used by the plugin while Figure 3.2 

illustrates a code snippet written in this custom made DSL. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Custom DSL based Gantt data visualization approach 

 

Rule Task -> Box { 
  backgroundColor = yellow; 
  foregroundColor = black; 
} 
 
Rule Signal -> Line { 
 lineStyle = dashed; 
} 

Figure 3.2: a sample configuration input based on custom DSL 

 

As can be seen in Figure 4.1, this approach employs an input reader module that 

reads and parses Gantt data and configuration rules inputs. As part of an eclipse 

plugin, the input data parser is written in Java. The transformation module of the 

plugin is also a Java based application that has three main roles [7]: 

                                                      
2
 Jaret library is a java library primarily used for illustrating time varying data in a Gantt 

chart like graph. More information on jaret library can be found on http://www.jaret.de/ 

http://www.jaret.de/
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i. Transform Gantt Data model to Jaret Data model 

ii. Generate Gantt Data model 

iii. Generate Gantt Mapping model 

 

While generating the Gantt Data and Gantt Mapping models, the current approach 

reads and interprets the rule and maps Jaret data to Gantt data at run time. 

 

The Gantt Resource Set shown in figure 3.1 represents a resource set containing Jaret 

Data, Gantt Graph, and a mapping between the Gantt data and the Jaret Data.   This 

resource set will be used by the Jaret library based visualization tool to actually ren-

der the generic Gantt data model as a Gantt chart.  

 

The final output of the Gantt chart visualizer plugin is rendered on a custom-made 

eclipse view as shown in Figure 3.3. It might be interesting to note that the back-

ground color and border lines of the activities in this Gantt chart are specified using 

the configuration rule shown in Figure 3.2. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.3 a sample Gantt chart from the current plugin. 

3.3    Problem Statement: 
 

The approach discussed in Section 3.2 has addressed at least some of the limitations 

mentioned in Section 3.1. For instance it provides a generic Gantt data model and 

visualization format. It also enables configuration of various aspects of the visualiza-

tion via the custom built DSL. However, there are still a number of limitations asso-

ciated with this approach.   

 

The most prominent problem with the existing Gantt visualization plugin is the lack 

of traceability from the Gantt view component to elements in the source log data. 

Gantt charts can only show limited amount of information as they are designed to 

illustrate the time varying aspects of a trace data. However, a typical trace data can 

contain additional information than the start and the stop time of an activity. An ex-

ample of this kind of extra information can be a priority of a task. Hence, to perform 

additional analysis on other aspects of the trace data, ASML data analysts need to 

have a link from the Gantt view back to the original source in the trace data. Unfor-

tunately, the current system does not provide this kind of traceability functionality. 

 

For instance, to compute the schedulability of a particular task in a wafer scanner 

motion control system, ASML data analysts use a schedulability analysis algorithm. 

This algorithm needs inputs that are in the source trace data but are not available in 

the Gantt visualization tool. Consequently, ASML data analysts are forced to manu-
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ally link Gantt view components to their original source data elements in the source 

trace data. 

In addition to the traceability problem, the Gantt visualization plugin has a number of 

additional limitations including the following:  

 

 The current plugin employs visualization configuration using the custom 

made configuration DSL. This custom made DSL includes an expression 

parser and evaluator. Rather than developing and maintaining a custom 

made expression language, it is better to reuse existing expression languages 

like Object Constraint Language (OCL) and/or imperative OCL from 

QVTo.  

  Different users of the system have different levels of technical proficiency. 

For instance, adjusting configuration rules written in QVTo can be easy for 

ASML toolsmith while it can be difficult for ASML data analyst.   Hence it 

is desirable to have different levels of configurability. However, the current 

plugin  do not support these kinds of different levels of configurability 

 The Gantt visualization tool does not allow comparison of different instanc-

es of trace data of the same type.  

 The Gantt visualization plugin is not mature enough and lacks a number of 

features when compared to Gantt visualization tools currently in use at 

ASML. For instance the current visualization plugin do not provide data fil-

tering feature which is already available in ESI trace viewer. 

 The trace data to Gantt data transformation in the current system is per-

formed by running a Java program that takes a Gantt data instance and con-

figuration rule file as an input. Since general purpose languages like java are 

not specifically built for model transformations, the transformation code re-

quired can be unnecessarily large [8]. This happens because general purpose 

programming languages like Java need to do both the bookkeeping (main-

taining what is transformed and what is not) and the actual transformation.  

 On large models (~ 20000 lines of trace data), there is a severe performance 

issue. On big models, the plugin become unresponsive and can also crash.  

 There is a lack of automatic graph reloading when an input data changes. 

 ASML toolsmiths prefer and are experienced with QVTo based transfor-

mations. It will be a big investment to shift these toolsmiths to java based 

transformation for the sake of one application. 

 Configuration of Gantt visualization is based on custom DSL. ASML tool 

smiths have to learn and maintain the new custom DSL. 

 

3.4    Early Design Opportunities 
 
During the course of the problem domain analysis, a number of early design opportu-

nities were discovered. The most important one are extensible, configurable and real-

izable design. In designing for realizability, the possibility of using a model-to-model 

transformation language is also identified. Model transformation allows writing of 

clean and shorter model transformations. A model transformation language can also 

allow creation of traceability mapping between source and target models automatical-

ly.  This subsection illustrates these design opportunities.  

3.4.1 Extensibility 
 
A key requirement of this project is extensibility of the visualization plugin. The 

plugin should be designed in a way that allows easy porting of the application into a 

new domain. Beside the effort required, the plugin should also be designed with ge-

neric components to allow reusing in different application domains.  
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3.4.2 Configurability 
Configurability is another key aspect of the visualization. Different user groups have 

different preferences on how to visualize a trace data. Furthermore each user group 

can have different preferences on how to specify the configuration rules. According-

ly, the plugin should be designed to allow different kinds of configuration options to 

match different users’ needs. 

 

3.4.3 Technical Realizability 
 
The main objective of this project is not to deliver a demo or a proof of concept ap-

plication. Rather, a functional and usable application should be realized that can be 

used by ASML engineers daily. Hence, the design decisions and technology choices 

made should take into account the fact that the end product is a commercially usable 

application.  

 

As model-to-model transformation languages are anticipated to be key parts of the 

design, a more elaborated view of these technologies is presented in the next section.  

3.4.4 Model to Model Transformation Languages 
 

Model transformation languages are specifically created to facilitate model to model 

transformations. They enable writing shorter and easier to understand model trans-

formation specifications [8].  Two of the most commonly used transformation lan-

guages are QVT and ATL. 

 

QVT is the OMG standard for model to model transformation. It encompasses three 

languages, Relational, Core and Operational [9]. QVTo, which stands for QVT oper-

ational, is an imperative language that extends Relations and Core languages of QVT. 

 

At ASML, QVTo is being used as a primary model to model transformation lan-

guage. At ASML, QVTo is chosen over other transformation languages as it is an 

open source project and is standardized by Object Management Group (OMG). Ac-

cordingly, QVTo is a good candidate to be used as a transformation language be-

tween Gantt data and visualization data. 

 

Figure 4.4 illustrates a simplified view of QVTo based transformation from generic 

Gantt data to visualization data. As explained in previous sections, the generic Gantt 

data is a generic representation of trace data generated by ASML machines. The con-

figuration data can be an instance of a configuration metamodel that is defined to 

capture the configurable parts of visualization.  

 

 

Figure 4.4: an overview of QVTo based visualization of Gantt data. 
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The QVTo transformation transforms the generic Gantt data and visualization data 

inputs to a visualization data. The Gantt visualizer module will then take the trans-

formed visualization data as an input for rendering the actual visualization.  

 

3.4.5 Creating Trace Visualizer: The new approach 
 

As discussed in the previous sections, a generic Gantt visualization should be adopt-

ed to reduce maintenance effort and to promote standardization and interoperability. 

Currently, different subsystems at ASML machines use different logging format. 

Hence these application-specific log formats have to be converted to a generic Gantt 

data format to be used in a generic Gantt data visualizer. Unfortunately, not all 

ASML data analysts are capable of writing a transformation specification between 

application specific data and generic Gantt data. 

 

To specify such a transformation, ASML toolsmiths come in to play. These Expert 

users (together with the relevant application domain experts) will specify the desired 

transformation form application specific data into generic Gantt data.  

 

These expert users are also responsible for combining their application specific trans-

formation with the generic Gantt visualization tool. The combined module can then 

be deployed as an Eclipse Rich Client Platform (RCP) application. Accordingly, each 

RCP developed will have a generic Gantt data, and a generic Gantt visualization tool; 

however, each RCP will also have a unique application domain specific data format 

and a unique transformation specification from the application specific data to a ge-

neric Gantt data. 

The ASML data analyst and toolsmith are not the only participating actors in the sys-

tem to be built. An ASML Application Domain Expert is also a relevant actor in 

Gantt visualization tools as he/she has a thorough knowledge of a certain application 

domain or sub part of ASML machine. ASML toolsmith may need information from 

these domain experts to properly specify and configure visualizations. 

 

Figure 4.5 illustrates the three primary actors of the tool to be developed, ASML data 

analyst, ASML toolsmith, and ASML domain expert. The figure also shows a de-

pendency relation between the three actors by using the dependency symbol: 

“ ”. This kind of representation illustrates the dependency relation between 

actors. For example, a toolsmith depends on ASML domain expert to find relevant 

information about the application domain to be visualized. Similarly,   ASML data 

analyst needs an Eclipse Rich Client Application (RCP) configured by the ASML 

toolsmith to visualize trace data.A more general term that relates to the three actors 

involved in the tool is ASML engineer. 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Strategic dependency model. 
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3.5    Project Scope 
 

The main focus of this project is providing a generic yet configurable transformation 

between generic Gantt data and a visualization data formats. The existing system has 

generic metamodels for representing a generic Gantt data and visualization data. 

These metamodels can be modified, updated, or reused in the new system. 

 

Existing Gantt visualization tool are not capable of illustrating differences between 

trace data instances. Modifying one of the existing visualization tools to enable com-

parison and visualization of two Gantt data instances of the same type is out of the 

scope of the project; however, it is within the scope of this project to use EMF Com-

pare to get the differences between data instances and visualize the differences in 

already existing solution. 

  

As noted in Chapter Four, ASML experts are more comfortable with QVTo when it 

comes to model-to-model transformation. Hence this project mainly emphasizes on 

using QVTo based model to model transformation techniques.  

 

Since there are various application domains in ASML, developing a mapping specifi-

cation from application specific data format to the generic Gantt data format is out of 

the scope of this project. However, for demonstration purpose only, two application 

specific visualization tools should be realized.  

 

An ASML toolsmith can configure the plugin that is realized in this project to a cer-

tain domain specific trace data format.  The tool smith can also opt to extend the 

plugin with more features and make a standalone domain specific RCP application. It 

is the responsibility of the ASML toolsmith to specify the configurations and develop 

RCP applications. However, preparing documentation on how to configure and ex-

tend the plugin is within the scope of this project. 
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4. Stakeholder Analysis 
 

This chapter introduces the relevant stakeholders involved in making and using a 

visualization tool for ASML trace data. ASML is recognized as the main stakehold-

ers of the system. In addition, TU/e is also considered as a relevant stakeholder of the 

system to be built. Within ASML, data analysts and ASML toolsmiths are identified 

as the main stakeholders of the system.  

4.1    TU/e Stakeholders  
 
Though conducted in an industrial context, this project is also a graduation project at 

Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e). Hence TU/e is a key stakeholder of this 

project. Two actors within TU/e, Ad Aerts and Tim Willemse, have special roles.  

 

Table 4.1 –  Stakeholders from Eindhoven University of Technology 

 

Name Position Role 

Abelneh Teka PDEng Trainee in Soft-

ware Technology Program 

at TU/e 

Plan and execute the realization of 

this project, delivering a report ade-

quate for a PDEng degree. 

Ad Aerts 
General Director Software 

Technology Program, TU/e 

Verify this project satisfy the re-

quirements of a PDEng program de-

gree in Software Technology. 

Tim Willems 
University Supervisor, TU/e 

Ensure the smooth going of the activi-

ties during the project.  

4.2    ASML Stakeholders 
 
ASML is the main stakeholder of this project. Within ASML, data analysts use dif-

ferent kinds of Gantt chart based tools to analyze lithography machines log data.  

In addition to the data analysts, other stakeholders in ASML have also an interest in 

or effect on the Gantt charts based visualization tools. These actors include ASML 

toolsmiths and ASML application domain experts.  Table 4.2 summarizes these 

stakeholders and their role in the system to be realized. 

 

Table 4.2 – Stakeholders from ASML N.V. 

 

Name Position Role 

 

Ramon Schiffelers Project         

Supervisor 

 Ensure the project is going according to the 

interest of ASML. 

 Providing guidance and support. 

 Providing domain specific information    

 

Wilbert Albert Project          

Supervisor 

 Ensure the project is going according to the 

interest of ASML. 

 Provide guidance and support. 

 Provide domain specific information    

 

Others 

ASML Do-

main Expert 

Provide domain specific information about the 

necessary data to be visualized.  

ASML 

Toolsmith 

Make an application specific visualization tool 

to be used by ASML data analyst.  

ASML Data 

Analyst 

Analyze log data from ASML machines using 

the utility tool made by ASML toolsmith. 
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5. System Requirements 
 

So far, the project context, its domain and the problems with the existing system are 

explained. This chapter finalizes the system specification part of this report by pre-

senting the requirements of the project.  

In the previous chapters, two main stakeholders of the system are identified within 

ASML: ASML data analyst and ASML toolsmith. This chapter presents the require-

ments of the system to be built from the perspective of these two key stakeholders.  

The requirements are elicited by following a number of requirement elicitation activi-

ties. Accordingly, this chapter first introduces the requirements elicitation process. 

Following that the main use cases of the project are presented. Finally the elicited 

requirements are explained in detail.  

5.1    Requirements Gathering Process  

As explained in chapters Two and Three, the existing system is practically functional 

and its limitation is mainly from the quality requirements perspective. i.e., existing 

system problems were associated with lack of generic data format and extensibility of 

existing trace data visualization systems. Hence the requirement gathering process 

was started by exploring documentations of the existing systems.  

After a thorough inspection of the existing system documentation, the relevant find-

ings were discussed in detail with the relevant stakeholders. After a series of discus-

sions, the main goal of this project was set to reuse existing system components and 

add functionalities on top of them to develop a generic and extensible trace visualizer 

tool. 

A direct consequence of building the new system on top of existing system is the 

opportunity to inherit and reuse existing system functionalities on the new system. 

For instance, the requirement to display dependencies, activities, and metadata is not 

relevant for this project as it is already satisfied by the existing systems.  

Once the main goal of the project was identified, the next step undertaken in the re-

quirement elicitation process was to identify sub goals and corresponding require-

ments. Repeated discussions with the relevant stakeholders are conducted again. 

These discussions were aimed at verifying the elicited requirements and, to elicit 

additional requirements.  As the main users of the system to be built, the two main 

stakeholders identified earlier (ASML data analyst and ASML toolsmith) participated 

in a number of meetings to identify additional use cases and requirements. 

During these meetings, no requirement from the existing system documentation was 

found to be invalid, i.e., all the requirements from existing documentation are still 

found to be valid and essential in the system to be built. 

Furthermore during the meeting with the stakeholders, a number of additional re-

quirements were also elicited. The newly added requirements were mainly quality 

requirements and nice to have requirements. This was expected because this project 

is aimed at improving the quality (e.g. usability and extensibility) of the existing sys-

tem.  

5.2    Major Use cases 

Figure 5.1 shows the system level usecase diagram of the visualizer. An ASML data 

analyst can visualize, filter, and configure trace data generated by ASML machines. 

He/she can also visually compare two trace data instances. 
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The main role of an ASML toolsmith is adjusting the underlying Trace Data to Gantt 

figure element mapping rules specified in QVTo. 

In Figure 5.2, a more elaborated view of “Visualize Trace Data” usecase is presented. 

While viewing trace data, the ASML data analyst can view dependencies among var-

ious activities displayed in the visualizer. He/she can also display the metadata about 

the activities displayed in the Gantt view. This metadata can include, for instance, 

name of the activity, activity time stamps, and the required resources. 

 

Figure 5.1 System level use case for Gantt data visualizer plugin 
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Figure 5.2: View Trace data usecase diagram 

 

5.3    Functional Requirements 

Based on the data obtained from existing system documentation, discussions with 

relevant stakeholders, and the use cases formulated above, the system requirements 

are formulated. 

As noted in the previous subsection, the majority of the requirements related to ren-

dering a trace data in a Gantt chart format are already satisfied by the existing sys-

tem. Hence Gantt chart related requirements such as displaying activities, dependen-

cies, zooming in and out are left out in the list of requirements. The reader can refer 

[7] for an exhaustive list of these requirements. 

The ASML data analyst is the primary end user of the project. Accordingly, the fol-

lowing functional requirements are identified for this user.  

 

Table 5.1 –  Functional Requirements from ASML data analyst  

  

ID Description Use case Priority 

FR 01 
Read and parse a generic Gantt data format

3
. 

Visualize Trace 

Data 

High 

FR 02 
Visualize Trace Data in Gantt chart format. 

Visualize Trace 

Data 

High 

FR 03 
Compare two trace data instances. 

Compare Trace 

Data Instances 

Medium 

FR 04 Support traceability from visualization for-

mat to source data format. 

Visualize Trace 

Data 

High 

FR 05 
Configure visualization appearance. 

Apply          

Configuration 

High 

FR 06 
Support filtering of visualization elements. 

Apply          

Configuration 

High 

FR 07 
Persist and share Configurations. 

Apply          

Configuration 

High 

FR 08 Layered visualization of two Gantt charts 

with configurable transparency 

Visualize Trace 

Data 

Low 

 

 

                                                      
3
 Refer to Chapter 7 for details of this generic Gantt data model. 
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Next to data analysts, ASML toolsmiths are also key stakeholders of the system to be 

built. They have two main responsibilities within the context of this project. First, 

they are responsible for configuring existing visualization tools to accommodate data 

analyst’s needs. Second, they play a crucial role in developing an application specific 

visualizer tool by reusing the generic visualizer tool to be realized in this project. 

Table 5.2 summarizes the functional requirements of the ASML toolsmiths.  

 

Table 5.2 –  Functional Requirements from ASML toolsmith  

  

ID Description Use case Priority 

FR 09 Read and parse configuration data: the visualiza-

tion tool should support parsing of configuration 

data. 

Specify 

Conf. Rules 

High 

FR 10 Have a plugin that can provide a set of possible 

graphical elements to be used in the Gantt chart. 

Specify 

Conf. Rules 

High 

FR 11 Have a plugin that can provide customization of 

transformation rules at run time.  

Specify 

Conf. Rules 

High 

 

5.4    Quality Requirements 

In addition to the functional requirements, a number of quality requirements are iden-

tified as essential features for both the ASML data analyst and toolsmith. Table 5.3 

and 5.4 shows these quality requirements. 

 

Table 5.3 –  Quality Requirements from ASML data analyst  

 

ID Description Priority 

QR 01 Performance: the visualization tool should sup-

port visualization of reasonably big input data. 

(~20000 lines of trace data). 

High 

QR 02 Responsive UI:  The visualization tool should 

have a responsive user interface, i.e., filtering, 

zooming and selecting activities should be re-

sponsive even for ~20000 lines of trace data. 

High 

QR 03 Usability:  The visualization tool should be easy 

to learn and use.   

High 

QR 04 Configurability: The visualization should be 

easily configurable to adjust configurable parts. 

High 

QR 05 Look and feel: The visualization tool should 

have a professional look and feel.  

Medium 

 
 

Table 5.4 –  Quality Requirements from ASML Toolsmith  

 

ID Description Priority 

QR 06 Configurability by toolsmith: A plugin should allow con-

figuration of visualization based on the needs of a specific 

application domain. 

High 

QR 07 Extensible Gantt data model: the generic Gantt data model 

should allow future extensions. 

High 

QR 08 Extensible Plugin:  The plugin should be extensible to 

accommodate possible changes. The extension should be 

based on the default eclipse extension mechanism. 

High 

QR 09 Documentation: The ASML toolsmith developer guide 

should illustrate how to specify configurations, how to 

extend the visualization and how to incorporate changes in 

the Gantt metamodel. 

High 
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5.5    Constraints 

In addition to the requirements, few constraints are imposed on the project by ASML. 

Table 5.5 presents these constraints. 

 

Table 5.5 –  Constraints imposed on the project 

 

ID Description 

Constraint 01 The system to be built should not be tailored to a specific plat-

form. i.e, it should be usable on all platforms that can run stand-

ard JVM. 

Constraint 02 The system to be built should be developed using Eclipse tech-

nologies in general and Eclipse Modelling framework (EMF) 

technologies in particular. 

 

This constraint is crucial as the system is expected to be used and 

integrated in an ecosystem where eclipse technologies are preva-

lent. 
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6.Architectural Design  
 

This chapter presents the architectural design of the desired system. It first presents 

the reference architecture of the system to be built by illustrating the major compo-

nents of the desired system. Various design decisions made throughout the course of 

drafting the system designed are also discussed. 

 

This chapter also describes the various views of the system architecture using the 4+1 

view model. Finally, it introduces various DSLs developed for this project, the rela-

tion between these languages, and other key components of the desired system.  

6.1    Baseline Architecture 
 

As shown in chapters Two and Three, Trace data analysis of ASML log data involves 

visualizing trace data in a Gantt chart format. After an extensive analysis on existing 

systems and desired requirements, four main components are identified to be the key 

components of the desired system. These components are illustrated in Figure 6.1 

followed by a short description of each component. 

 

 

Figure 6.1:Top level components of the desired system 

 

 

i. DSL component: A number of DSLs are required to capture trace data, 

Gantt data, and rendering tool data formats. This component encompasses 

these and related DSLs. 

 

ii. Transformation Component: This module is responsible for transforming 

source trace data into a format that is understandable by Gantt data render-

ing tools. The main contents of this module are model-to-model transfor-

mation and model-to-text transformation modules. 

 

iii. Rendering Tool Component: As the name implies, this component is re-

sponsible for rendering the trace data in a Gantt chart form. An example of 

such a tool is ESI Trace Viewer. 

 

iv. Eclipse UI Component: Represents the Eclipse RCP (Rich Client Platform) 

based user interface that illustrates the visualization. The major components 

of this module include configuration views, project explorer, properties 

view, toolbars, and similar desktop application components. 
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6.2    Design Decisions 
This subsection presents design decisions made throughout the course of the project.  

6.2.1 Transformation Strategy 
 
In transforming Gantt data to a visualization data, two strategies can be followed.  

i. Transforming every Gantt data element into a corresponding visualization 

data element. In this approach if there are 100 activities in Gantt data, 

100 different boxes are created since one figure element is created for 

each Gantt data element, i.e., there is a direct one to one mapping be-

tween Gantt data elements and visualization data elements. 

ii.  Map a Gantt data element in to a visualization data element. In this ap-

proach, only the necessary and distinct visualization data elements will 

be created. Then mapping entities that relate all Gantt data elements to 

these visualization elements are created. For instance, assume all activi-

ties in a Gantt data are planned to be rendered as green or red box de-

pending on the priority of the activities. In this approach, only two visu-

alization data elements (red and green box) will be created and, regard-

less of the number of activities in the Gantt data model, every activity is 

mapped to either the green box or the red box. 

 

Comparing these two options, option one is easier to implement. However, op-

tion two enhances system performance by reducing memory consumption as it 

needs fewer visualization data elements. Furthermore, option two allows catego-

rization of activities based on their mapping criteria. 

 

Availability of categorization features has a crucial advantage in group customi-

zation as it allows groups of entities in one go.; i.e., had the first option been 

chosen, customizing a certain group of data elements would have required con-

figuring each element in a group one by one. However, the second option allows 

configuring a group of data elements, which are mapped to a certain figure, in 

one go by adjusting their commonly mapped figure
4
.  

 

 

Figure 6.2:Mapping based transformation for Gantt data 

                                                      
4
 An elaborative example on Gantt data to Gantt figure mapping concept is shown in 

appendix A. 
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Accordingly, option two is selected to be the transformation strategy in this project. 

Figure 6.2 gives a more elaborated view of the transformation strategy with the map-

ping concept included. In this figure, the “Gantt_To_GanttMap_Transform” module 

transforms the Gantt data models into a mapping model (“GanttDara_Figue_Map”) 

instance. This mapping model contains instances of mapping model that maps a 

Gantt Data element to a Gantt figure element.  

 

6.2.2 Transformation Technology 
 
As discussed in Chapter Three, the transformation from Gantt data elements in to a 

visualization element can be implemented using two kinds of model transformation 

technologies:  

 

i. Using general purpose programming language 

ii. Using model-to-model transformation language. 

 

Table 6.1 compares the pros and cons of both approaches. 

 

Table 6.1 –  Transformattion Technology comparison 

 

Criteria General Purpose Languages 

e.g. Java 

Model Transformation Languages 

e.g.; QVT  

Learning Ef-

fort 

Only minor effort required to 

learn new libraries and visu-

alization tools 

Have to invest some time to learn 

relatively new language 

Availability of 

materials 

Surplus amount of material. Limited amount of material 

Transfor-

mation code 

Relatively large code needed 

to compute transformation  

Short and concise transformation 

Traceability No automatic traceability 

between Gantt data and visu-

alization data 

Automatic traceability support 

from Gantt data to visualization 

data 

Maintainability Moderate amount of effort 

required 

Less effort required as Qvto have 

less code base compared to Java 

based transformation.  

Stability Java itself is stable. However, 

the APIs used for model-to-

model transformations may 

not be as stable as core Java.  

Relatively young and needs a lot 

of improvement. 

 

One of the key requirements of this project (see Chapter Six), is providing traceabil-

ity between Gantt data elements and visualization data elements. Model transfor-

mation languages like QVT operational mappings can provide automated traceability. 

Hence the model to model transformations are to be handled using model transfor-

mation languages. 

 

Transformation technology selections do not end here. There are also a number of 

transformation languages each with their own merits and demerits. Among these, two 

of the most commonly used transformation languages are QVT and ATL. No com-

parison is done on these technologies as QVT Operational is the de facto model-to-

model transformation language in ASML. ASML opts for QVT Operational over 

other model transformation languages as it is an open source project and is standard-

ized by the Object Management Group (OMG)
5
.  

 

 

                                                      
5
 OMG an international, open membership, not-for-profit technology standards con-

sortium[10] 
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6.2.3 Specifying Visualization Configuration Rules 
 
As noted in the previous chapters, configuration rules are required for specifying the 

appearance of the visualization. An example of such configuration is shown in figure 

6.3. This specification is written in QVT Operational mapping language. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.3: A sample configuration rule written in QVTo. 

 

QVTo based configuration is not the only option to specify configuration rules. There 

are also other options to specify the configuration rules like custom defined configu-

ration DSL and/or Objet Constraint Language (OCL). 

 

From these options, the QVT-Operational based approach was chosen as it provides 

easy and seamless integration with the transformation technology choice presented in 

the previous subsection. 

 

Custom configuration DSL is ruled out as developing and maintaining a custom 

made parser and interpreter requires a lot of effort. Similarly OCL based configura-

tion is ruled out as integrating existing OCL interpreters into an environment with 

multiple DSLs appears to be infeasible. 

 

Hence QVTo based transformation and configuration is chosen for this project. How-

ever within QVTo based transformation, two options are identiiefed to specify con-

figuration rules: 

i. Use native QVTo operation as shown in Figure 6.3 

ii. Write OCL expressions as strings and use OCLinEcore[11] API to parse and 

evaluate these expressions. 

 
Both of these approaches have their own pros and cons. Each option can be better 

than the other depending on the type of end user and performance requirements. 

Hence both options are considered in the design and are realized as two independent 

systems. Detailed description of these approaches and their metamodel is presented 

in chapter seven section 7.5. 
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6.2.4  Gantt visualization library tool selection 
 
There is a considerable number of Gantt chart rendering libraries for Java and Eclipse 

framework. Some of these libraries include Jfree chart, Jaret timebar, Nebulla Chart. 

With a minimum effort, it is possible to make a Gantt visualization view for eclipse 

plugin using these libraries. However, developing a fully functional and feature rich 

tool is a time consuming activity.  

 

Hence reusing/updating existing Gantt visualization tools available at ASML was 

found to be more feasible as it saves considerable amount of resources. There are a 

number of Gantt chart based visualization tools in ASML including Throughput 

Viewer, Generic Gantt Chart Viewer, and ESI Trace Viewer.  

 

Throughput Viewer is a tool used by ASML to visualize the throughput of ASML 

machine components. For example, it can be used to visualize various wafer handling 

related activities. Generic Gantt chart viewer was a project conducted by TU/e train-

ees to generate a generic Gantt chart visualization tool. Last but not least, ESI Trace 

Viewer is a trace data visualizer from Embedded System Institute (ESI) designed for 

visualizing trace data in companies like Océ and ASML. 

 

From these three tools, Gantt Chart Viewer and ESI Trace Viewer are selected for 

final comparison as their design and implementation and available documentaiton 

matches the requirements of this project. Table 7.6 summarizes this comparative 

study. 

 

As can be seen in Table 6.1, both approaches have their own merits and demerits. 

Generic Gantt Chart Viewer excels in providing multiple types of Gantt visualization 

figures like boxes, lines, and composite figures. It also supports conditional mapping 

from data source to Gantt figure element at runtime. However, it lacks some features 

like grouping and filtering of Gantt view. Its performance is also drastically affected 

as the size of the input models increases. 

 

ESI Trace Viewer, on the other hand, exhibits a decent performance even on large 

input models. It is also reasonably mature and is currently under continuous im-

provement. However, ESI Trace lacks support for rendering multiple figure types. It 

also lacks support for conditional mapping at run time. 

 

From Table 6.2 it can be seen that both approaches are reasonably competitive 

though ESI Trace scores slightly higher. Nevertheless, to make a final verdict, the 

relevant stakeholders of this project were consulted and they opted to go for ESI trace 

since it is more mature and has a good base within ASML data analysts and tool 

smiths. 

 

However, as will be discussed in subsequent sections, the visualization plugin real-

ized in this project is designed in a way that there is no tight coupling between Gantt 

data part and the Gantt data rendering library; i.e., if a better visualization tool is dis-

cover later, ESI trace can be replaced with the new visualization tool with a small 

amount of effort. 
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Table 6.2  Gantt visualization tools comparison  

 

Tool Gantt Chart Viewer  ESI Trace Viewer 

Criteria
6
 Description Score Description Score 

Available 

Features Standard Gantt graph 

features  
3 

Standard Gantt graph 

features plus grouping, 

and filtering features. 

 

5 

Performance Sluggish performance 

on large models and can 

crash on larger Models 

(~100K activities) 

 

4 

Can render 100K activi-

ties very easily and 1M 

activities with moderate 

responsiveness 

 

5 

Reliability No major issue ob-

served except on large 

models  

 

4 

No major issue ob-

served 

 

4 

Responsive-

ness 

 

Good responsiveness 

 
5 Good responsiveness 

5 

Modeling 

Dependency 

between 

Tasks 

Basic dependency illus-

tration using lines and 

can display associated 

metadata in properties 

view. 

 

5 

Basic support of de-

pendency using a line 

between dependent 

tasks 

 

3 

Multiple  

Figure Types 

Support boxes, signal 

lines, queue lines, and 

composite figures 

 

5 

Support limited to lines 

and boxes. 

 

3 

Documenta-

tion 

Good documentation 

 
5 

Limited Documentation 3 

Look and feel Good and professional 

look and feel 

 

5 

Reasonably good look 

and feel 

4 

Maturity In infant stage 

 
3 

Reasonably mature 4 

Current usage 

status Not in use 2 

In use in ASML and 

OCE 

 

5 

Maintenance 
No maintaining effort 

 
1 

Actively maintained by 

ESI and ASML 

 

5 

Familiarity 

within ASML 

users 

Practically no one uses 

it. 
2 

Some departments in 

ASML use it daily. 

 

4 

Total  

(out of 60) 
 44 

 50 

 

 

 
 
 
 

                                                      
6
 The ccriteria is rated from 1 to 5, with 5 is taken as the best. 
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6.3    4+1 View Model Views 

Once the key design decisions and relevant technology choices are made, the refer-

ence architecture is expressed in detail using 4+1 view model. “4+1 view model” is a 

model for describing the architecture of software-intensive systems based on the use 

of multiple and concurrent views of the system [12].  This view model organizes the 

description of software architecture in five views, each of which addresses a specific 

set of concerns. These views are Logical View, Development View, Process View, 

Physical View and Use Case View. “4+1 view model” is chosen to be used in this 

project as it fits best the project scope and allows description of the necessary aspects 

of the desired system to be built. 

6.3.1 Modeling Notations 

Commonly used modeling languages like UML are not ideally suited for modeling 

systems with models and model transformations. This is because UML lacks nota-

tions for model to model transformation domain entities such as languages, languages 

instances, transformation modules and transformation invocations. 

 

Hence, it was found that a new modeling notation/language is required for modeling 

languages, relations transformations. To satisfy this need, ASML has developed a 

language called Language Modeling Language (LML). Since LML is still under de-

velopment within ASML, no public information is available. However, the most im-

portant notations used in this language are shown in Table 6.3. 

 

Table 6.3 –  Basic notations of Language Modelling language (LML) 

 

Entity  Representation  Description 

 

Language  

Definition 

 

Represents a (metamodel) definition of a 

certain domain language.  

Instance  

of Language 

Definition 

 

Represents a specific instance of a certain 

language.  

Model to Model 

Transformation 

Definition 

 

Represents a model to model transformation 

specification. The transformation can have 

any number of language definitions as input 

and output parameters. 

Model to Model 

Transformation 

Invoker 

 

Represents an invocation of a model to 

model transformation specification. The 

invocation takes in and generates language 

instances. 

Model to Text 

Transformation 

Definition 

 

The same as the Model to model transfor-

mation. However this represents a transfor-

mation whose output is a text file. 

Instance of 

Model to Text 

Transformation 

Definition 

 
 

Represents an invocation of a model to text 

transformation specification. The invocation 

takes in language instances as inputs and 

generates text files as an output. 

Language  

Editor 

 

 

 
 

Represents an editor for a language. 
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Invocation of a 

model-to-model 

transformation 

 

   

   <<Invoke>> 
 

 

 

Represents invocation of a model to model 

transformation. 

 

Instantiation of a 

metamodel 

   

 

 <<Instantiate>> 
 

 

 

Represents the instantiation of a metamodel 

with a specific data instance. 

 

Argument of a 

transformation 

 

 

 

 

Represents an input or output parameter of a 

model-to-model transformation. 

 

Argument of a 

transformation 

invocation 

 

 

 

Represents an input or output argument of a 

transformation invocation. 

 

 

6.3.2 Logical View 

A logical view illustrates the functional requirements of the system. Within the con-

text of this project, logical view is used to illustrate the relation between multiple 

DSLs and model to model transformation languages used. There are four key DSLs 

identified to be necessary for this system.   

 

i. Domain-Specific Data Language: represent a raw trace data from one of the 

ASML domains. 

ii. Generic Gantt Data language: represent a generic Gantt data format lan-

guage that captures generic Gantt data concepts.  

iii. Gantt Graph Map language: A language that maps Gantt data components to 

renderable figure elements like boxes and lines. 

iv. Rendering Tool Data Language: Represent the data format used by render-

ing tools like ESI Trace Viewer. 

 

In addition to these languages, there are also model to model transformation modules 

which define the transformation between two or more of these DSLs (data formats). 

These transformation modules are briefly described below. 

 

i. DomainSpecific_To_GenericGanttData:  

 

This transformation module takes in a domain specific data. It then ex-

tract the relevant information required for making a Gantt chart such as 

start and stop time of activities. The extracted information is then used 

to define a data in the format of the generic Gantt data.    

  

ii. Data_Figure_Mapping:  

 

This transformation module takes in a generic Gantt data format and 

creates a mapping model between generic Gantt data elements and 

Gantt figure elements. For instance, this transformation can associate a 

certain activity to a box figure element.  

 

What figure is going to be associated with a certain data source will be 

specified in the configuration rule. 
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 DataFigMap_To_Rendering: 

 

This transformation module takes in the Gantt graph Map data instance 

created in the previous step and generates a data that is required by a 

Visualizer tool.  

 

The output of this transformation module is dependent on the rendering 

tool chosen. Since ESI trace viewer is chosen as a rendering tool for this 

project, this transformation module will create files that are in con-

sistent with the input formats of ESI trace viewer. 

 

 

Figure 6.4 shows an overview of the relation between these languages using LML. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Figure 6.4 Simplified version of the relation between languages
7
   

                                                      
7
 A more elaborated illustration of this diagram will be presented in the next subsection and Figures 6.5A and 6.5B. 



 

6.3.3 Extended Logical View 
 

The language relation model shown in Figure 6.4 is tailored to a single application 

domain as it only shows the various languages involved in visualizing a given do-

main specific data, i.e., it doesn’t show how this approach can be extended to ac-

commodate new trace data types. 

  

However, a vital goal of this project is designing an extensible architecture for a trace 

data visualization tool. Extensibility is essential as different application domains can 

have additional attributes that are not defined in the generic Gantt model. For exam-

ple, a task may have a priority attribute that can be used to determine the appearance 

of visualization. However, the generic Gantt data model do not support priority at-

tribute by default. To support this kind of additional features, the reference architec-

ture and metamodels shown in Figure 6.4 should be extendable to support visualiza-

tion and analysis on these additional attributes.   

 

Accordingly, the following extension scenarios are added to the design model shown 

in Figure 6.4. 

 

i. Specialization of generic Gantt data model:  

 

This extension allows introduction of application domain-specific information to the 

generic Gantt data model. The domain specific data model shown in Figure 6.4 is 

tightly coupled to generic Gantt data model. This will be undesirable as it will make a 

cyclic dependency between the two metamodels. To alleviate this problem an inter-

mediate metamodel that capture domain specific Gantt data information is introduced 

as shown in Figure 6.5 
8
. This application specific Gantt data model will be essential 

to act as an intermediary entity between the application data and generic Gantt data 

models thereby avoiding a tight dependency between the application domain data 

model and the Gantt data model.  

 

ii. Introduce User Configuration Language:  

 

Another key requirement of this project is supporting different kinds and levels of 

configuration. The configurations can be, for instance, adjusting the visual elements 

like boxes and lines or filtering out some of the data from being visualized. 

 

iii. Extending the Graph map language: 

 

Some rendering tools have features that are not available in other rendering tools. 

Hence it might be tempting to extend the generic Gantt graph map language to use 

rendering tool specific features. However this approach would tie the entire Gantt 

visualization tool to a certain rendering tool. Hence the option to extend the generic 

mapping language was abandoned to favor a generic transformation platform.  

 

iv. Introducing Model to Text Transformation Language: 

 

Some Gantt chart rendering tools like ESI trace visualizer need text files as input. For 

these kinds of tools, it is mandatory to have a module that can transform the language 

model instances to a text file.  

 

A number of model to text transformation technologies, such as Xpand, Xtend, Ac-

celeo, are available for transforming model instances to concrete textual syntax. Ac-

celeo based transformation is chosen in this project as it is a standard implementation 

of OMG’s Model to text specification. Furthermore Acceleo is the de facto model-to-

text transformation language in ASML. 

                                                      
8
 For the sake of clarity, Figure 6.5 is split into two parts, 6.5 A and 6.5 B. 
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6.3.4 User Specific Configuration 
 

In the previous subsection, it is explained that it is possible to extend and modify the 

generic Gantt data mapping language to customize visualization according to the 

needs of a particular domain. This kind of configuration is usually done by ASML 

toolsmiths, hence its name-configuration by toolsmith. 

 

There is also a second type of configuration that is handled by end users of the visu-

alization tool, i.e., ASML data analysts. ASML data analysts may want to customize 

the appearance of a visualization to match their personal needs; for instance, if the 

default background color of a task is set to be grey, one end user might want to visu-

alize it as green while other end users might want to keep the default value or even 

pick another color. These kinds of configurations are called configuration by data 

analyst. 

 

These end users should have an interface to specify their configurations. The values 

set by end users can be injected and applied into the visualization plugin in two ways: 

  

1. Using the black-box implementation feature of QVT operational language. 

2. Using a new DSL for specifying user configurable parts of visualization. 

 

Black-box based implementations typically involve parsing user settings from a file 

and inject the values to the transformation that creates the renderable objects. How-

ever, this approach needs implementation of file readers, and parsers and may create 

incompatibility issues on future updates. Furthermore, black-box based implementa-

tions can (mistakenly) allow violation of basic modeling rules such as inheritance 

consistencies. 

 

In contrast, the second approach is easier to implement and maintain as it allows lev-

eraging existing eclipse technologies like EMF Forms and editors. Furthermore, any 

QVT operational transformation specification can parse values from these EMF tech-

nologies. Hence DSL based user configuration is chosen in this project. 

 

The user configuration values can be injected into visualization in two ways: 

 

i. As an input to the transformation that creates rendering library input values, 

i.e., to the GanttMaptoESI transformation. 

 

ii. As an input to the transformation that creates the mapping between Gant da-

ta and Gantt figure elements. 

 

Option one reduces the complexity of the transformation that maps the Gantt data 

elements to Gantt figure elements. However, this approach makes the entire visuali-

zation tool to be dependent on certain rendering tool. This will contradict the design 

presented earlier where the Gantt mapping data is decoupled from the rendering tool. 

 

Option two, however, allows creation of generic and at the same time extensible 

Gantt visualization tool; i.e. the configuration DSL is only loosely coupled with the 

rendering tool since it contains generic configuration elements. As a result of this 

loose coupling all properties that can be adjusted in the Gantt rendering tool can be 

specified in the user configuration DSL. 

 

Considering these tradeoffs, option two is selected as it is in line with the basic re-

quirement of this project: designing a generic and extensible Gantt visualization tool. 

 

Accordingly the design shown in Figure 6.3 is updated to include user configuration 

and other design decisions made DSL as shown in Figures 6.5 A and 6.5B. 



 

 
 

Figure 6.5A: Logical view of the system – Part One (Left Side). 
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Figure 6.5B: Logical view of the system – Part Two (Right Side). 



 

6.3.5 Process View 

The process view illustrated the dynamic aspects of the desired system by focusing 

more on the runtime behavior of the system. Typically, the process view of a system 

is explained using activity diagrams as shown in Figure 6.6. 

 

Figure 6.6 an activity diagram showing the process view  

 

6.3.6 Development View 

A development view illustrates a system from a programmer's perspective. It explains 

how a software system is built from subcomponents of the system. The major sub-

components of the Trace Visualizer tool are 

1. Main RCP Plugin: Contains various Eclipse based-and custom-made UI 

views like Project Explorer, Properties View, User Configuration View, and 

Filter View. 

2. The Transformation Plugin: Contains the model-to-model and model-to-text 

transformation modules and QVTo trace analyzer module. 

3. ESI Trace Plugin: an external plugin responsible for rendering the generated 

trace data in a Gantt view format. 

4. External Plugin: Any other plugin that is going to be added to perform addi-

tional analysis on the trace data. An example of an external plugin that may 

be included in the trace data visualizer tool is the scheduler analysis plugin 

that analyse the schedulability of a task. 

Figure 6.7 shows the development view of the system by illustrating how the desired 

system is built out of these components.  
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Figure 6.7 Development view of the Gantt data model 

In Figure 6.7, the socket notations represent extension points of Eclipse platform and 

the ball notations represent the interfaces defined for communication between inter-

acting plugins. 

6.3.7 Physical View 

A physical view illustrates the physical distribution and deployment of software 

modules and communication among them. Since the Trace data visualizer tool is go-

ing to be deployed on a single machine, this view is not considered to be relevant for 

this project.  

6.3.8 Use Case View 

A use case view of architecture is illustrated using a small set of use cases and use 

case descriptions. In Chapter Six, the main use case view of the desired system is 

already presented. Hence only the relevant use case descriptions are shown here.  

Use case 01: User wants to visualize raw source data. 
 

Primary Actor: ASML Data analyst 

Precondition: Trace Visualizer tool is opened and source data is loaded. 

 

1. User indicates visualize command. 

2. System parses the source Data. 

3. System asks for configuration data. 

4. User supplies the configuration data.  

5. System transforms the source data into visualization format and persist the 

transformed result. 

6. System visualizes the result. 

 

Alternative Flow 

        2b. Invalid Model is detected: 

 2b.1: System notifies the user invalid input is detected. 

Use case 02: User wants to configure the visualization. 

 

Primary Actor: ASML Data analyst 

Precondition: Trace Visualizer tool is opened and trace data is already visualized. 
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i. User indicates to open configuration window. 

ii. System opens the configuration window. 

iii. User fills in the configuration parameters like color changes and filtering 

conditions. 

iv. User indicates to persist changes. 

v. System persist configuration changes. 

vi. System applies the configuration changes on the visualization. 

 

Use case 03: User wants to compare two trace data instances. 

 

Primary Actor: ASML Data analyst 

Precondition: Trace Visualizer tool is opened and two trace data instances are availa-

ble. 

 

i. User indicates to compare two trace data instances. 

ii. System compares the two data instances. 

iii. System displays the comparison result. 

 

Use case 04: User wants to change Gantt data to figure mapping rules. 

 

Primary Actor: ASML Toolsmith. 

Precondition: Trace Visualizer tool is opened. 

 

i. User indicates to open mapping rule specification. 

ii. System opens the mapping rule specification in QVTo editor. 

iii. User applies the necessary changes. 

iv. User indicates to persist the necessary changes. 

v. System persist the changes. 
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7. Architectural Modeling: Meta-

model Design 
This chapter elaborates various metamodels designed to represent and capture Gantt 

data and visualization related information.  

7.1    Generic Gantt Data Model 

As explained in Chapter Six, this project is started by investigating already existing 

Gantt visualization tools at ASML. In the documentation of the Gantt chart viewer, a 

reasonably complete metamodel for a generic Gantt data format was found. This 

metamodel is modified a bit to match some of the requirements of this project. The 

final result is shown in figure 7.1. The description of some of the key components of 

this metamodel is adapted from [7] as shown in Table 7.1. 

 

Figure 7.1 Generic Gantt Data DSL metamodel. 

 

Table 7.1 –  Details of Gantt data model entities 

 

Entity Describtion  

Property Valuation Gantt Data DSL allows the analysts to transform every exist-

ing logging file format into Gantt Data format. In that sense, 

PropertyValuation entity offers a general key-value pair con-

cept that can hold every input file property and its value.    

Signal & Queue Although Signals and Queues have the same properties in the 

Gantt Data DSL, these are conceptually different concepts. 

They are defined as different entities in the model, to make it 

easier to extend them with different properties in the future. 

TaskDependency Task Dependencies could be owned either by the Task or by 

the Gantt  Data Model. In the existing system, they are owned 

by Tasks. However, in this project they are made to be owned 

by the Input Model as this avoids task dependency ownership 

ambiguities among multiple tasks.  
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7.2    Gantt Graph Mapping Metamodel 

The mapping Model of the Gantt visualization plugin consists contains three key 

entities, the “DataFigMap” entity, a reference to data source elements and all visual-

izable figure entities. Table 7.2 explains these and other key components of the map-

ping model  

 

Figure 7.2: Gantt Graph mapping DSL metamodel. 

 

Table 7.2 –  Details of Gantt data model entities 

 

Entity Model Transformation Languages e.g.; QVT  

DataFigMap Maps a Figure element in to a data source element 

Property Owner A reference to Gantt data elements like Tasks and signals  

Figure A Figure corresponds to an actual rendererable entity in a 

visualization library. 

TimeScaleConfig Specification of time units to be used.  

 

7.3    Rendering tool metamodel design  

As presented in the previous chapter, ESI Trace Viewer is selected as the main Gantt 

chart rendering tool for this project. ESI Trace Viewer is a trace data visualization 

tool form Embedded System Institute. It is currently in use in ESI, ASML and Océ. 

 

ESI Trace Viewer requires two text files as an input: The trace input file (.etf format) 

and trace configuration file (.txt format). The trace input file contains the actual data 

from a log file like starting and stopping time of an activity, while the configuration 

file contains information necessary for configuring the visualization. 

 

Table 7.3 shows a sample trace input file. It starts by defining the trace file version 

and the configuration file needed to visualize the trace input. The next two rows rep-

resent the resources (e.g. R can be a processor or a sensor) and the last three rows 

represent claims, which are synonyms for data sources like tasks and signals. 
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Table 7.3 Sample trace input (.etf) file  

 

  

TraceVersion v0.1 
ConfigurationID General_Configuration.txt 
R 0 100 % 0 1 Block_0  
R 1 100 % 0 1 Block_1   
C 0 0 0.0 7.0 0 2 green  
C 1 0 3.0 6.0 0 2 green  
C 2 1 7.0 9.0 0 2 green  
C 3 1 0.0 8.0 0 2 green  
 

 

In Table 7.4, a sample trace configuration file is presented. It starts by defining the 

configuration version, configuration name, and configuration ID. Then it defines time 

related configurations like time scale unit and time display formats. The attributes 

section defines various attribute types that are going to be applied to the trace input 

file entities. The context file is the mapping entity that maps which attribute is ap-

plied to which entity in trace input file. Finally the color definition part illustrates 

colors used in the visualization. 

 

 

Table 7.4 Sample configuration  file 

 

  

ConfigurationVersion V0.1 
ConfigurationName General_Configuration 
ConfigurationID General_Configuration.txt 
TimeScaleShift 0 
TimeScaleUnit       NS 
TimeDisplayFormat %5g 
Attribute 0 ResAttrib String Grouping 
Attribute 1 DataSrcAttrib String Coloring 
Context 1 ResCtx 0 
Context 2 DataSrcCtx 1 
ColorDefinition green #00FF00 

 

Going into the details of the contents of the trace input and trace configuration file is 

out of the scope of this project. However, the interested reader can refer to the meta-

models defined next or the documentation available from the ESI website [10]. 

7.3.1 Metamodel design for ESI Trace Viewer 

To use the ESI trace viewer as a Gantt chart rendering tool, the trace input and trace 

configuration files are mandatory. In order to generate these files from the visualiza-

tion mapping model shown in Section 7.2 via model transformation, it is necessary to 

design a DSL that can represent trace input and configuration files presented above.  

Two options were considered for designing a DSL for ESI Trace Viewer files: 

i. Make a single metamodel that can represent the information available in 

both input data and configuration files. 

ii. Make a separate metamodel for representing trace input and trace configura-

tion files. Then add a reference of the configuration data instance to the 

input data metamodel. 
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Comparing these two options, option one might be easier to implement. In addition, it 

will avoid introducing one more DSL in the system to be designed. However, option 

two is more advantageous for two key reasons: 

a. Separating configuration from core data allows reusing of a single configu-

ration data on multiple input domains. 

b. Comparing multiple data instances with different configuration becomes a 

straightforward process. If configuration data is mixed with a core data defi-

nition, it would be difficult to automate comparison of two similar data in-

stances with different configurations. 

 

Hence the metamodels of the core trace data and the configuration data are made to 

be different. Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4 illustrate the Trace input and the configuration 

metamodels. 

 

 

Figure 7.3: Metamodel for Trace Input DSL 
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Figure 7.4: Metamodel for Trace Configuration DSL 
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7.4    User Configuration Metamodel Design 
 

One of the key requirements of this project is configurability of the visualization. The 

configurability option is required to adjust the visualization based on the application 

domain and/or the end user needs. To achieve this kind of configuration, two options 

are identified to be applicable: QVTo based configuration and OCL based configura-

tion. 

 

7.4.1 QVTo Based Configuration 
 

The key mechanism used to specify configurations based on QVTo are the inher-

itance and overriding features of QVTo. To start with, a simple and generic/default 

configuration is provided as part of the plugin realized in this project. To apply do-

main specific configuration, a toolsmith can extend and override this default configu-

ration rule to match the needs of a specific application domain.  

 

A list of Gantt figures is supplied as an input to the QVTo transformation module 

that specifies the configuration rules. These configuration rules, which are usually 

written by a toosmith, will select the appropriate Gantt figure for each data source at 

run time.  

 

Figure 7.5 shows a figure metamodel that contains the specification of figures that 

can be used by the QVTo module for specifying Gantt visualization. 

 

 
 

Figure 7.5 Metamodel for QVTo based configuration.  
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7.4.2  OCL Based Configuration 

It is also possible to specify the configuration rules using OCL. As discussed in chap-

ter four, embedding OCL rules in a custom DSL was found to be infeasible within 

the scope of this project. However, writing OCL expressions as strings, and parsing 

and evaluating them is found to be feasible for this project. 

 

To use an OCL string based configuration, Gantt figure elements will again be pro-

vided as an input to the transformation module which create the mapping between 

Gantt figures and Gantt data elements. This is similar to the QVTo based approach. 

However, in this case, which figure element will be mapped to which data source is 

specified using the OCL expressions written as a plain string. At run time the Eclipse 

OCL API parses and evaluates these expressions to determine their applicability. 

 

If parsing fails or no matching expression is not found, a default configuration will be 

used. This default configuration is part of the visualization plugin realized in this 

project. 

 

The metamodel of the language used for this kind of configuration is shown in figure 

7.6. 

 

 
 

Figure 7.6: Metamodel for OCL based configuration 
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7.4.3 QVTo Vs OCL Based Configuration 

 
As explained in the previous subsection, it is possible to use either QVTo or OCL to 

specify the configuration rules. Both approaches have their own pros and cons. Table 

7.5 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of these approaches.   

 

 Table 7.5 – QVTo vs OCL based configuration 

  

Criteria QVTo Based OCL Based  

Expressive 

Power 

Reasonable Expressive power.  High expressive power. Can 

add complex configurations 

rules easily. 

Ease of Use Needs a reasonable Under-

standing of QVTo working  

A basic skill in OCL is enough 

Ease of      

Writing Rules 

Has development time feedback 

from the QVTo IDE 

Rules are written in plain string 

which can be error prone. 

Performance Reasonably Fast Reasonably Fast 

Remote     

Configurability 

Relatively cumbersome pro-

cesses to open QVTo editor, 

modify the configuration, pack-

age it and deliver it to end user. 

The config files can be located 

and updated remotely easily 

 

As can be seen in table 7.5, each approach has its own pros and cons. However, the 

OCL based configuration is reasonably better option for its expressive power and 

remote configurability. The QVTo based configuration is proffered if and only if 

development time feedback is crucial. The prospective user of the plugin realized in 

this project can choose the right approach based on his/her needs. 
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8.Implementation 
 

This chapter presents the implementation of the design presented in the previous 

chapters. Two main aspects of the implementation are discussed; the model-to-model 

transformation implementation and the realization of an eclipse based RCP applica-

tion. 

8.1    Model to model Transformation  
As presented in chapter five, QVTo is chosen as an implementation technology for 

realizing the model-to-model transformation part of this project.  The key aspect of 

this transformation is its extensibility. Two options are realized for configuring the 

extensibility of the visualization: OCL based configuration and QVTo based configu-

ration. 

 

i. Implementing QVTo based configuration 

 

The key mechanism used to implement this approach is the inheritance and overrid-

ing feature of QVTo. A generic/default configuration is realized in this project. To 

apply domain specific configuration, a toolsmith can extend and override the default 

configuration that matches a certain application domain. This overriding feature al-

lows specifying of the necessary domain specific configurations. For instance, the 

code snippet shown in Figure 8.1 illustrates how the default mapping from a Task to 

a “DataFigMap” can be inherited and extended to specify configuration rules for a 

scheduler Task from a scheduler domain.  

 

 

 

Figure 8.1: Code snippet showing inheritance usage to specify domain 

specific configuration rules. 

 

ii. Implementing OCL based configuration. 

 

Rather than specifying the configuration using QVTo inheritance, it is also possible 

to specify the configuration based on OCL. As discussed in chapter four, embedding 

native OCL rules in a custom DSL was found to be infeasible within the scope of this 

project. However, writing OCL expressions as strings and evaluating them is found 

to be feasible for this project. 

 

As a result, the OCL based configuration was also implemented, a snippet of OCL 

based configuration rule is shown in Figure 8.2. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8.2: Code snippet showing OCL expression to specify a domain 

specific con-figuration rules.  
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8.1.1  Ensuring the quality of QVTo Implementation 
 

As QVTo is still not widely used, finding a good code quality measuring criteria 

and/or tool is difficult. However, a recent research conducted within ASML [13] 

identifies a number of guidelines to write good quality QVTo code. Accordingly, a 

considerable amount of effort is spent to follow these guidelines. Some of the fol-

lowed guidelines include: 

 

 Utilize QVTo inheritance feature as much as possible to increase reusability 

and understandability. All the extension implementations that extend generic 

transformation modules to application specific modules are handled using 

QVTo inheritance feature.  

 

 Favor Global variables over parameter passing: 

In general purpose programming languages like Java, global variables are 

considered as “not the best way” of using a variable. In QVTo modules, 

however, Global variables are favored over parameter passing for the sake 

of performance and understandability. Variables that are used by three or 

more operations are declared and used as a global variable. 

 

 Use as few imperative statements as possible 

Imperative constructs like for each statements are considered as “not the 

best way” of specifying model navigation as they reduce transformation 

module understandability. Hence, instead of imperative statements, declara-

tive statements such as “select expressions” are favored. Except in few cita-

tions where imperative approach was the only option, declarative approach-

es are used everywhere else.. 

 

 Use as few Black box implementations as possible 

Blackbox implementations in QVTo allow incorporating complex algo-

rithms into transformations. However, black box implementations are prob-

lematic in standalone QVTo invocations. Furthermore, the transformation 

logic used in the implementation is simple enough to be handled by native 

QVTo code.    Hence no black box implementation is used in the realized 

application. 

 

 Keep mapping and query definitions short. Almost all mapping and query 

operations defined lengths are less than a typical screen height.  

 

 Keep related operations together. Mapping and query operations performing 

related activities are kept near to each other to increase understandability. 

 

 

8.2     Eclipse RCP Development 
 
The second part of the implementation involves implementing an Eclipse based RCP 

application.  Eclipse RCP applications are developed based on the APIs from Eclipse 

IDE. At the time of realizing the implementation part of this project (the second quar-

ter of 2014), Eclipse IDE and its APIs were being updated from version E3 to version 

E4. 

 

Eclipse E4 based RCP is easier to implement and incorporates advanced features 

such as dependency injection [14].  However some of the APIs that were available in 

the E3 version of Eclipse were not fully ported to E4 version of Eclipse. Hence it was 

not possible to develop the desired RCP totally on the E4 application model. 
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To get the best out of both versions of Eclipse, the realized RCP application is devel-

oped by using components from both E3 and E4 versions. This combined approach 

allows leveraging the best of both versions of Eclipse. 

 

When the Eclipse community finalizes migration of E3 components into E4 modules 

the realized RCP can be easily ported to fully E4 based RCP. Migrating to E4 will be 

easier since majority of the RCP components are already realized using E4 based 

components. 
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9. Validation and Verification 
 

This chapter presents the measures taken to ensure the developed product fulfills the 

desired quality. Test cases and results, code quality measures and requirement check 

lists are also presented.  

9.1    Validation 
Software product validation involves checking whether the system being built fulfils 

end user’s needs [15]. As explained in Chapter 4, this project is aimed at enhancing 

the quality aspects of already existing system. Functionally, the existing system was 

reasonably complete. As a result, validating requirements was relatively smooth pro-

cess. To ensure all the new requirements are listed and clearly specified, repeated 

discussions and use case presentations were used.  

 

The key aspect of the validation process is ensuring the realized architecture satisfies 

the desired quality attributes like extensibility and configurability. The first step tak-

en to ensure the extensibility criterion is satisfied is to evaluate and discuss the archi-

tecture with relevant stakeholders. 

 

Before the discussions with stakeholders, a certain part of the architecture will be 

realized and then presented for discussion and evaluation. During the discussion, 

relevant comments will be noted, and will be applied to the design. This process con-

tinues until consensus is reached. Finding the most appropriate solution or reaching a 

design decision was frequently a challenging process. For instance, reaching a con-

sensus on the user configuration metamodel took until the eight month of the project. 

Regardless of the time they took, these discussions were fruitful and contribute sig-

nificantly to the outcome of this project. 

 

Once a reasonably complete architecture was designed, the next step taken was to use 

the defined architecture in realizing a visualizer tool for one of the log data formats 

used in ASML; i.e. for the scheduler trace data generated in ASML – CARM 2G 

projects. The output of the realized system was found to be equivalent to the results 

generated by the existing system. Figure 9.1 shows a sample output of the visualiza-

tion plugin for the scheduler domain. 

 

In Figure 9.1, the Gantt chart shows activities executed on a number of processing 

units (called workers). The activities are represented as colored rectangles. The color 

values are determined based on the attributes (e.g. sequence phase) of the activities. 

The dependencies between activities are shown as solid arrows.  

 

To prove that the architecture is easily extensible to other domains, a project planner 

tool (like Microsoft Project) is developed based on the plugin realized in this project. 

Then the project plan prepared for executing this project is fed as an input in to the 

visualization plugin. The plugin was able to render the project planning data as a 

Gantt chart as shown in Figure 9.2. 

 

   



 

 

                       Figure 9.1 a snapshot of the visualization generated by the visualization plugin based RCP. 



 

 

Figure 9.2: The plan of this project as illustrated by the trace data visual-

izer plugin. 

 

In Figure 9.2, the Gantt chart shows activities executed within different phases of a 

project. The phases are termed as resources as they correspond to the time allotted to 

execute the activities within the phase.  The color values are determined based on the 

priority of the task (e.g. higher priority tasks are shown as Red). The dependencies 

between activities are again shown as solid arrows.  

 

A more elaborated documentation on the details of this validation implementation is 

shown in Appendix B. However, Table 9.1 shows the time spent to develop this tool. 

 

Table 9.1 – Time required to port the plugin to a new domain 

  

Activity Required Time 

Metamodelling (two meta models) One hour 

Model instance creation Two hours 

QVTo writing  One hour 

Refactoring EST Trace Conversion QVTo Two Hour 

Creation of RCP Projects and desired Modification Two Hours 

Fixing a simple typo bug Three hours 

Total ~ 1.5 working day 

 

From Table 9.1, it can be seen that a very small amount of effort (1.5 working days) 

is required to extend the visualization plugin to a new domain. To compare these data 

to the time required to develop a similar application, 37 software engineers were in-

terviewed. These software engineers had at least a master degree and a minimum of 

one year of software development experience. They were asked to estimate the time 

each of them will need to develop a similar application from scratch. Table 9.2 shows 

the answer from these respondents. 

 

Table 9.2 – Estimated time required to develop a Gantt Visualizer application 

from scratch. 

  

Estimated Time Required Number of respondents 

One Day 0 

One Week 0 

One Months 25 

Three Months 10 

Six Months 2 

One Year 0 
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Comparing the data from Table 9.1 and Table 9.2, it is apparent that the realized 

plugin is indeed easily extensible to a new domain with a minimum effort. 

 

The time taken in realizing this application is lower for two reasons. First a QVTo 

code base required for the writing a transformation is much smaller than a Java based 

transformation. Second, the application uses generic visualization plugin components 

of the plugin realized in this project. Table 9.3 shows a how much line of code is 

reused during the realization of the project planner and the scheduler visualization 

application. 

 

Table 9.3- A – Transformation modules re-usage metrics for scheduler visualizer 

     

QVTo Module Total 

Line of 

Code 

Reused 

Code 

Percentage 

of reused 

code 

percentage  

Transformation of 

Scheduler data to 

generic Gantt Data 

 

65 

 

0 

 

0% 

This part of transfor-

mation is application spe-

cific and needs to be writ-

ten from scratch. 

Generic Gantt data 

to  Gantt figure 

Mapping transfor-

mation 

 

250 

 

250 

 

100% 

Generic Gantt to mapping 

transformation is reusable 

in every domain 

Generic Mapping 

To ESI Trace 

Transformation 

 

580 

 

420 

 

72% 

For ESI Trace, different 

configuration is required 

for different domain. So a 

partial part of the QVTo 

code was reused 

 

 

Table 9.3- B – Transformation modules re-usage metrics for project planner 

     

QVTo Module Total 

Line of 

Code 

Reused 

Code 

Percentage 

of reused 

code 

Remark 

Transformation of 

project plan data to 

generic Gantt data 

 

45 

 

0 

 

0% 

This part of transfor-

mation is application spe-

cific and needs to be writ-

ten from scratch. 

Generic Gantt data 

to  Gantt figure 

Mapping transfor-

mation 

 

250 

 

250 

 

100% 

Generic Gantt to mapping 

transformation is reusable 

in every domain 

Generic Mapping 

To ESI Trace 

Transformation 

 

550 

 

420 

 

76% 

For ESI Trace, different 

configuration is required 

for different domains. So 

a partial part of the QVTo 

code was reused 

 

 

The results shown in Table 9.3-A and 9.3-B indicate that the transformation module 

that maps generic Gantt data to a Figure is fully reusable. However, the module that 

transforms the Mapping data to ESI trace viewer data is not fully reusable.  

 

The mapping between mapping data and ESI trace data is not fully reusable because 

of ESI Trace visualizer design. The mapping data contains trace data associated with 

Gantt figure elements like boxes and lines. This is an intentional design choice to 

make the mapping data renderable across multiple Gantt visualization tools. However 

ESI trace viewer are not defined in terms of boxes and lines; Rather ESI trace needs 
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its own trace data format. To make things a more complicated, the configuration 

mechanism used by ESI trace is based on the attributes of the source data elements, 

which will make the mapping data created in the previous step less reusable. 

 

Had ESI Trace viewer configuration was based on graphical elements like boxes and 

lines, the “Generic Mapping To ESI Trace transformation” module have a better re-

usability score.  

9.2    Verification  
Software verification is about checking whether the system is well engineered or not, 

i.e. verification checks if the quality of the development process such as how well the 

system is developed, tested and documented [15].  

 

To ensure the quality of the product two mechanisms are used: Software Testing and 

Code quality measure. 

 

9.2.1 Test Procedure and Results 
The realized product has two main components: the transformation plugin and the 

RCP application. The transformation plugin is mostly written in QVTo and performs 

backend transformation between multiple data types. The RCP part, on the other 

hand is a UI intensive component which processes little data. Accordingly, different 

testing strategy was used to test different components.  

 

1. Testing QVTo based model transformation components 
 

A quick search and discussions with QVTo developer experts revealed that there is 

no native testing framework like JUnit for model-to-model transformations written 

QVTo. Accordingly the best option to test a QVTo code is to invoke the transfor-

mation from standalone mode using java code and execute the test cases on it. 

 

During the test, few minor bugs were identified which have been subsequently fixed. 

To check what percentage of the source code is tested, a code coverage analysis tool 

[13] was used. A sample shoot from this tool is shown in Figure 9.1. 

 

 

Figure 9.1 a sample view from the unit test coverage analysis. 

 

2. Testing the RCP User interface 
 

The majority of the RCP components are UI elements. Hence conventional testing 

frameworks like Junit were not applicable. There are automated UI testing tools for 

Eclipse such as Squish[16] and Jubula [17]. However, it was not possible to use these 

kinds of automated UI testing tools due to time constraint. 

 

Accordingly only a manual testing is done on the UI part. During this test, a number 

of bugs were found and fixed. Furthermore, a number of missing features were iden-

tified. Implementing all these missing features was not possible due to lack of time. 

However these missing features are listed as future work in chapter 10.  
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9.3    Requirement Check List 
 

In chapter five, lists of requirements to be realized in this project have been outlined. 

Some of these requirements (e.g. Extensibility) are shown to be satisfied in the previ-

ous subsection.  Tables 9.4, 9.5, 9.6, and 9.7 illustrate the status of this and other re-

quirements. Some of the requirements mentioned below are quality requirements. 

Conducting a detailed study on the satisfaction level of these requirements is infeasi-

ble within the time frame of this project. Hence, the satisfaction levels of these re-

quirements are based on subjective assessments of the author and stakeholders.     

 

Table 9.4–  Functional Requirements from ASML data analyst status  

 

ID Description Status 

FR 01 Read and parse a generic Gantt data format. Satisfied 

FR 02 Visualize Trace Data in Gantt chart format. Satisfied 

FR 03 Compare two trace data instances. Partial 

FR 04 Support traceability from visualization for-

mat to source data format. 

Satisfied 

FR 05 Configure visualization appearance. Satisfied 

FR 06 Support filtering of visualization elements. Satisfied 

FR 07 Persist and share Configurations. Satisfied 

FR 08 Layered visualization of two Gantt charts  Not Satisfied 

 

Table 9.5 –  Functional Requirements from ASML toolsmith status 

 

ID Description Status 

FR 09 Read and parse configuration data: the visualiza-

tion tool should support parsing of configuration 

data. 

Satisfied 

FR 10 Have a plugin that can provide a set of possible 

graphical elements to be used in the Gantt chart. 

Satisfied 

FR 11 Have a plugin that can provide customization of 

transformation rules at run time.  

Satisfied 

 

Table 9.6 –  Quality Requirements from ASML data analyst status  

 

ID Description Priority 

QR 01 Performance: (~20000 lines of trace data). Satisfied 

QR 02 Responsive UI: Satisfied 

QR 03 Usability:  The visualization tool should be easy 

to learn and use.   

Satisfied 

QR 04 Configurability: The visualization should be 

easily configurable to adjust configurable parts. 

Satisfied 

QR 05 Look and feel: The visualization tool should 

have a professional look and feel.  

Satisfied 

 
 

Table 9.7 –  Quality Requirements from ASML toolsmith status  

 

ID Description Priority 

QR 06 Configurability by toolsmith Satisfied 

QR 07 Extensible Gantt data model Satisfied 

QR 08 Extensible Plugin Satisfied 

QR 09 Documentation Satisfied 
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10. Conclusion 
 

This chapter summarizes the results of this project. The achieved result is illustrated 

by comparing the result of this project with the current systems in use by ASML. 

This chapter also proposes further improvements as a future work. 

10.1    Summary 
 

 

ASML lithography machines configuration and calibration process is based on the 

results of the analysis of the log data generated by the machine components. Histori-

cally, different application domains in ASML use different trace data visualization 

formats for illustrating their trace data. Though these application domains need do-

main specific analysis and visualization, they usually share a common visualization 

technique: Gantt chart based trace data visualization.  

 

However, the exiting visualization tools these common and h thexe Supporting mul-

tiple trace data visualization tools is costly and reduces interoperability. There was an 

attempt to solve this lack of generic visualization tool but it has limitations such as 

lack of traceability between visualization elements and the original trace data format. 

 

 

Historically, different application domains in ASML use different trace data formats 

and different trace data visualization formats. Though these application domains usu-

ally need domain specific analysis and visualization, they also share a common visu-

alization technique: Gantt chart based trace data visualization. However  Supporting 

multiple trace data visualization tools is costly and reduces interoperability. There 

was an attempt to solve this lack of generic visualization tool but it has limitations 

such as lack of traceability between visualization elements and the original trace data 

format. 

 

To mitigate this problem, this project realizes a generic and an extensible trace data 

visualization plugin for eclipse. The plugin is designed to be generic to support mul-

tiple data formats of different application domain. At the same time, the plugin is also 

designed to be extensible so that it can be extended to support domain specific infor-

mation.  

 

To prove that the realized system is indeed generic and extensible, two different trace 

data formats are selected as a test case. For these two different trace data formats, 

two independent visualization tools are developed by using the realized plugin as a 

backbone. The result from these two applications shows that the realized plugin is 

generic enough to support visualization of multiple data formats and, at the same 

time, extensible to accommodate different domain specific information. 

 

The visualization plugin uses ESI trace as a rendering tool for rendering gantt charts. 

Though ESI trace is chosen as better for now, it might be required to switch to a new 

rendering tool. One reason to do so is the lack of support for multiple graph elements 

by ESI trace. Since the realized visualization tool is designed keeping this kind of 

situations in mind, it is loosely coupled to the rendering tool, i.e., if necessary, the 

rendering tool can be easily swapped to a new rendering tool with minimal effort.  

 

In addition to the extensible design, the new plugin also introduce additional features 

that were not available in the existing visualization tools. Some of the new features 

include: 

1. Traceability to source data: This feature allows back traceability from the 

visualization elements rendered in the UI to the source trace data.  This fea-

ture enables introducing of further analysis on source data elements. 

2. Two levels of configuration: Configuration by toolsmith and by end users. 
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This feature provides easy to use configuration approach to end users. 

3. Comparison of trace data between trace data instances using EMF compare. 

This feature allows visually comparing differences between two trace data 

instances. 

 

 

10.2    Future Work 
The key requirements of this project (Extensibility and Traceability) are satisfied. 

However the result of this project can be extended with a number of perspectives. 

Some of these possible extensions are:  

 

i. In the OCL based configuration, a plain string is used to specify OCL expressions. 

This is not user friendly and is error prone as there will be no feedback on the 

correctness of the OCL string. One approach for improving this can be embed-

ding OCL scripts in a custom defined DSL. This approach is similar to the way 

java scripts are embedded in html editors. However, it was not possible to realize 

this in this project due to time limitations. However there are emerging ap-

proaches to embed OCL in custom DSLs [18]. The applicability and feasibility 

of these approaches should be investigated and used as necessary. 

 

ii. ESI Trace Viewer is chosen as a rendering tool because it is more matured and had a 

good user base within ASML. However, ESI trace viewer lacks a number of (ad-

vanced) features such as rendering of composite figures and customizable order-

ing of resources.  Either ESI trace viewer should be updated to include the miss-

ing features or another rendering tool should be used.  

 

iii. The current trace data comparison can be made better by composing figures on top of 

the other. This can be accomplished if a rendering tool that can visualize compo-

site Gantt figure is used as explained in point two above. 

 

iv. The Eclipse RCP applications realized in this project uses a mix of Eclipse E3 and 

Eclipse E4 technologies. This is temporary solution until all the relevant E3 fea-

tures are ported to E4. Once this is completed, the current RCP application 

should be updated to use only E4 features. 

 

v. Additional features can be added to the RCP developed in this project. The additional 

features can be of two types: data analysis features and UI enhancement features. 

The data analysis features will extend visualization plugin with further domain 

specific data analysis functionalities. The UI enhancements (adding UI elements, 

enhancing the appearance of existing UI elements, keyboard shortcuts) will en-

hance the usability of the visualization plugin.   
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11. Project Management 
 

This chapter summarizes various project management activities followed in execut-

ing this project. It mainly focuses on development methodology, project planning, 

and risk management techniques used.  

 

11.1    Development Methodology 
(Semi)Sequential software development processes such as waterfall and Rational 

Unified Process (RUP) are commonly used methodologies in ASML. These method-

ologies get their ground in ASML since ASML business environment usually re-

quires clear understanding on the requirements and technology choices before im-

plementation. 

 

The requirements of this project were reasonably clear from the early beginning. This 

was mainly because a similar project [7] was conducted earlier and this project is an 

extension of that project. However, the desired technologies planned to be used for 

the project were not matured enough and their feasibility were not fully understood. 

Accordingly, following a pure waterfall or RUP methodology was found to be infea-

sible for this project. 

 

After a detailed study on existing methodologies and project context, a mix of RUP 

and SCRUM methodologies was found to be ideal for this project. In the beginning 

of the project, the early phases of the RUP methodology (Inception and elaboration) 

were used; i.e., existing system documentation was explored and a number of inter-

views were conducted with relevant stakeholders. During these phases extensive 

study on new implementation concepts (such as QVT and EMF) was also conducted. 

Next, the metamodels of the relevant DSLs were designed and the relevant interac-

tions between DSLs were identified. These designs were done in iterative manner in 

collaboration with the relevant stakeholders. 

 

In the design and implementation phase, the normal RUP based flow couldn’t be 

strictly followed due to uncertainties in the existing implementation technologies. For 

instance, Object Constraint Language (OCL) was planned to be used in specifying 

configuration rules, however, integrating OCL expressions in custom defined DSLS 

was found to be infeasible in the available time of this project. To accommodate this 

kind of changes, SCRUM like trial and error based approach was followed. 

 

Accordingly, every week, a certain feature(s) will be picked and realized in the most 

suitable technology. If approved by the stakeholders in the weekly meeting, the fea-

ture will be finalized; otherwise a different implementation approach/technology will 

be set to be used in the next iteration. To give an example, in one of the iterations, 

model to text transformation is handled using a technology (called Expand) that is 

different from the one that is currently in use by ASML (called Acceleo). After re-

ceiving comments about it, the chosen technology is changed to be the one in use by 

ASML. 

 

To track which features have been realized and which are remaining, a list of re-

quirements, a backlog list and notes form meeting minutes were extensively used.  

Figure 11.1 Shows snapshoot of the back log taken in the eighth month of the project. 

 

 

11.2    Project Planning 
 
As noted in the previous subsection, the requirement identification process was rela-

tively smooth mainly because of availability existing system documentation. To 
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grasp the overview of the implementation technology, an explorative study was also 

conducted in first five weeks of the project. The availability of relatively clear re-

quirements enabled a smooth process of breaking down the work load and making an 

initial plan fairly quickly.  

 

 
 

Figure 11.1 a snapshot from a backlog list.   

 

However after the third month of the project, it was apparent that there a quite a few 

design and implementation technology changes to be done. For example, initially 

high priority was given for using embedded OCL in a configuration DSL; however, it 

was withdrawn later because it was infeasible to realize it in the given period of time. 

At the same time, a new requirement to implement a second RCP application was 

considered to be vital. In the final phases of the project, the option to use OCL was 

again considered to be more relevant, this time using strings to represent OCL ex-

pressions instead of using actual OCL literals.   

 

Accordingly, the project plan was updated multiple times in the course of the project.  

To compare the changes, some of the changes made in the three plans used are illus-

trated in Table 11.1. 

 

Table 11.1 –  changes in project plan.  

  

Milestone First Plan 

Date 

Second Plan 

Date 

Third Plan 

Date 

Problem Specification Document 14/02/2014 17/02/2014 17/02/2014 

Metamodel Design 10/03/2014  10/03/2014  15/062014  

Reference Architecture Design 24/03/2014 14/04/2014 14/04/2014 

Holiday Time - 14/08/2014 30/09/2014 

Test Complete 01/08/2014 18/08/2014 01/09/2014 

Report writing 15/07/2014 01/08/2014 17/08/2014 

Configuration based on OCL - - 17/08/2014 

 

 

As can be seen in Table 11.1, there are a number of deviations among the initial and 

final plans especially in the dates of late milestones. This was mainly because of the 

trial and error based approach used in realizing the implementation. 

 

The key inputs for updating the plan were estimation of the available work to be done 

and the observed speed of executing tasks. The work to be done is determined based 

on the requirement list and the feedback from stakeholders. To estimate progress 

speed, a list of activities conducted at a particular period of time was recorded occa-

sionally. This recorded data is used for predicting the average speed of working. 
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11.3    Risk management 

In the early phases of the project, a number of risks were identified that are threats 

for the successful completion of this project. Among these, the most prevalent risks 

identified are discussed below: 

1. Understanding different kinds of log data by ASML machines 

 

Different components of ASML machine have different log formats and contents. 

Designing a single generic representation data format for different kinds of data re-

quires (at least a high level) understanding of different ASML domains. Fortunately, 

a generic and a reasonably complete metamodel of Gantt data can be obtained from 

the existing system. However, the validity of this generic Gantt data metamodel is 

still to be determined. Relevant stakeholders identified in the previous sections 

should be consulted in the review process. 

 

2. Lack of reference material on QVTo 

 

The model to model transformation part of this project is planned to be realized using 

QVTo language. As QVTo is an emerging transformation language, there is a severe 

lack of documentation and reference material on the subject matter. The only refer-

ence book available so far is a book written in German [19].  This can be a series risk 

for realizing the implementation in the available schedule.  

 

3. Lack of time for developing two application specific approaches: 

 

Two domain specific data formats are planned to be visualized in this project. How-

ever, the time allotted for this project may not be adequate to develop two application 

specific visualization tools.  

4. Lack of time for delivering a fully functional and complete product. 

This project is aimed at delivering a fully functional and in-production usable eclipse 

plugin. Developing a fully functional system demands implementation and a thor-

ough test of all the required features. This requires preparing an accurate planning 

and effective execution of the plan. If the end product is not complete, ASML’s goal 

to use the system to be built in production environment will be affected. 

5. Extensibility of chosen Design 

The vital goal of this project is designing an extensible visualization plugin. In order 

to design an extensible architecture of any kind, a detailed analysis and configuration 

of all change scenarios should be taken in to account. Furthermore, making the de-

sign resilient to future changes is a particularly challenging activity that demands 

understanding of the current situations as well as possible changes in the future.  

If the visualization plugin architecture fails to be easily extensible, it will jeopardize 

future efforts of ASML to accommodate new types of application specific data.  

6. Performance of QVTo on large models 

As an emerging language, QVTo is not widely used in large industrial projects that 

use reasonably big and complex data models. The performance of QVTo based trans-

formation should be reasonably enough for use in data models used by ASML lithog-

raphy machines. If this is not the case, the whole concept of QVTo based transfor-

mation approach can be in series jeopardy.  
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11.3.1 Risk Mitigation and Strategy plan 

In the previous subsection, a number of issues and risks that may affect this project 

are identified. This subsection summarizes the risk mitigation strategies for these 

risks. 

 

 

Table 11.2 – Risk Mitigation strategies 

 

Risk Impact 

Level 
Contingency strategy 

 

Mitigation Strategy 

Understanding differ-

ent kinds of  log data 

Medium Gather all the relevant 

information early as 

possible 

Consult with relevant 

domain experts. 

Lack of reference 

material on QVTo 

Medium Start learning QVTo 

right from the begin-

ning of the project 

Consult with QVTo 

experts in ASML and 

QVTo forum. 

Extensibility of cho-

sen Design 

High Review design and 

start early on prototyp-

ing. 

Consult with ASML 

experts  

Performance on large 

models 

 

 

High Early prototype and 

feedback. 

Change implementa-

tion technology. 

Lack of time to de-

velop two approaches  

High Assess the feasibility 

early  in the project 

and discuss project 

scope as necessary 

Give more priority to 

one of the application 

and develop a proof of 

concept for the others. 

Trainee is ill for  

more than a week 

High 
Reserve a contingency 

time in the project 

plan. 

Renegotiate with 

stakeholders about 

project schedule and 

scope. 
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12. Project Retrospective 
 

This chapter looks back the design and implementation decisions made through the 

course of the project. Rules of thumbs learnt from the project and design decisions 

made are revisited. 

 

12.1 Reflection 
 
This project, conducted over the period of nine months, was started by analyzing 

existing systems and their documentation. Identifying the key requirements was rela-

tively smooth as a result of existing system study. Hence, in parallel with existing 

system study, studying the solution domains was also conducted.  

 

However, getting familiar with the desired implementation domain used for existing 

systems was slightly bumpy and it took some time to get comfortable with the de-

sired tools. This was mainly because of lack of adequate material on existing system 

implementation technologies such as QVTo. The rule of thumb learnt here is that, 

even though understanding core business should be the primary target, getting famil-

iar with solution domain should also get considerable attention.  

 

During the design phase of the project, developing a generic and extensible design 

was found to be the most challenging tasks. Frequent meetings and discussions with 

stakeholders were vital in consolidating pieces together to form a meaningful archi-

tecture. Beside, the discussions, suggestions provided by domain experts were of 

paramount importance. The experience gained here goes in line with one of the key 

aspect of a software engineering process: get to know what the customer really wants 

and keep asking until the customers’ needs are fully understood.    

 

Once the reference architecture was set, implementing the first prototype was rela-

tively smooth process. However, a frequent trial and error was necessary to find the 

best solution for implementing some of the features.  Doing trial and error approach 

entails missing of milestone deadlines now and then. The rule of thumb learnt here 

was that when planning for new domain it is good to expect the unexpected, i.e. re-

serving adequate contingency time when working on new project.   

 

12.2  Design Opportunities Revisited 
 

In Chapter three, design criteria that are relevant for this project are presented. This 

subsection summarizes the fulfillment of these design criteria.   

 

1.  Reusability of the visualization plugin realized in this project was proved 

by porting the plugin to two different domains. The amount of lines of codes 

required to port the plugin to a new domain and the time required write 

those lines of codes was found to be far smaller than developing an applica-

tion from a scratch. 

 

2. The configurability of the plugin was proved by adjusting the visualization 

of the plugin using the configuration rule strategies defined in this project. 

In fact, two ways of configuring the visualization was realized to prove the 

configurability of the realized plugin. 

 

3. The technical realizability of the plugin was proved by comparing the result 

of the visualization plugin with the output of existing visualization tool.  
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13. Glossary 
 

This chapter presents key terminologies used in this report. Table 13.1 presents these 

key terminologies with their definitions. 

 
Table 13.1  – Glossary 

  

Term Definition 

ASML A world leading company that designs and develops li-

thography machines for the semiconductor industry 

Acceleo A model to text transformation technology  

CARM Common Architecture Reference Model 

DSL Domain Specific Language 

EMF Eclipse Modeling Framework 

EMF Compare EMF based data comparison tool 

ESI Embedded System Institute 

ESI Trace Viewer A trace data visualizer from ESI 

Metamodel A model of a model. 

PDEng Professional Doctorate in Engineering 

Lithography A process of printing circuit image pattern on silicon wafer 

OCL Object Constraint Language 

OMG Object Management Group 

QVT Query View Transformation 

QVTo Query View Transformation - Operational 

TU/e Technische Universiteit Eindhoven 
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Appendix A: Trace Data to Gantt Figure 

Mapping Example 
 

 
This example demonstrates the concept of the trace data to Gantt figure  mapping as 

discussed in chapter seven. 

 

Consider a trace data with four tasks shown in Table 13.1. This trace data instance 

consist of for tasks that consume four resources.  

 

Table 13.1 –  Example Gantt data instance  

 

ID Start Time End Time Resource Priority 

Task_1 3 9 R1 8 

Task_2 12 20 R2 3 

Task_3 25 32 R3 7 

Task_4 40 60 R4 5 

 

Let’s assume an ASML data analyst would like to visualize the activities of the trace 

data shown above as green, blue or red based on the rule shown in Table 13.2. 

 

Table 13.2 –  Sample configuraton  rule 

 

 
 

Based on the input data and configuration given above, only three types of figures are 

necessary: One red, one blue and one green figure. Hence it is enough to crate three 

figures and four Gantt data to figure mapping instances as shown in Table 13.3 and 

13.4. 

 

Table 13.3 –  Sample Figure Table   

 

Figure ID Type Background Color 

Figure_1 Box Green 

Figure_2 Box Blue 

Figure_3 Box Red 

 

  

Table 13.4 –  Sample Mapping Example   

 

Mapping 

ID 
Task Reference Figure Reference 

Task_1 Task_1 Figure_3 

Task_2 Task_2 Figure_1 

Task_3 Task_3 Figure_3 

Task_4 Task_4 Figure_2 
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The final result of rendering this Gantt-figure mapping instance using one of the vis-

ualization tools in ASML looks like the one shown in figure 13.1. 

 

 
 

Figure 13.1 Sample Gantt data visualization.  

 
As a reminder, for this small example, the advantage of using Gantt data to Gantt 

graph mapping may not be clear enough, but it is of a great importance to keep in 

mind no matter how many data elements the above input data model, only three box-

es are enough to visualize the Gantt data.  
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Appendix B: Extending the visualization 

plugin to a new domain. 
 
 

To ensure the realized plugin is extensible enough, a demo application was develop 

by extending the visualization plugin. The demo application is aimed at visualizing 

project plans using Gantt charts. It is inspired by the process how project plans are 

illustrated in Microsoft Project in Gantt charts.   

 

Porting of the generic plugin to a project planner application is done in four steps. 

This subsection elaborates these steps. 

 

Step 1: Define a metamodel for a software project plan data. 

 
A (software) project plan typically consists of a number of activities to be executed 

within a certain period of time and the deliverables of these activities. Related activi-

ties are usually categorized under a particular phase of a project. These phases then 

will be allotted a specific time within the project life time. In addition to the activities 

and phases of the project, a project plan can also include dependencies activities. 

Figure 14.1 illustrates a metamodel defined to capture these and related concepts of a 

project plan 

  

 

 

 
 

Figure 14.1 Metamodel of a software project plan 
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Step Two: Create a data that capture a particular project plan as an in-

stance of the metamodel shown in Figure 14.1. 

 
The metamodel defined above capture the concepts used in any project plan. A par-

ticular instance project can be obtained by instantiating this metamodel, i.e. a particu-

lar project plan data should be filled in to create a valid model instance of a project 

plan. 

 

Since this project itself had its own project plan, the data found in the project plan is 

used to instantiate the metamodel show in Figure 14.1. Figure 14.2 shows a snapshot 

of the data instance created from this project plan.  

 

The phases shown in Figure 14.1 are labeled as Phase A, Phase B, phase C etc. to 

ensure their ordering in the visualization process. This is necessary because ESI trace 

viewer (the rendering tool used in this project) do not allow changing of orders of 

resources. It simply arranges the visualization alphabetically. This is a limitation and 

discussed as a future work in chapter ten. 

 

 
 

Figure 14.2 a project plan of this project as illustrated as a data instance 

of the metamodel shown in Figure 14.1. 

 

Step Three: Create a transformation that transform the project plan da-

ta into a generic Gantt data. 

 
The project plan data shown in Figure 14.2 cannot be input for the generic visualiza-

tion tool. It should be converted to the generic Gantt data format shown in Chapter 

Eight.  

 

This transformation is handled by writing a QVTo transformation module. Figure 

14.3 Shows a snapshot from this transformation module.  
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Figure 14.3 snapshot of a transformation module that transform project 

plan data to a generic Gantt data. 

 

Step Four: Extend the generic visualizing modules to specify a project 

plan data based configuration.    
 

This is the step where the generic plugin is extended and relevant configurations 

rules are specified. For example, as shown in figure 14.4, the appearance of an activi-

ty is set to be based on its priority.  

 

 
 

Figure 14.4 snapshot of a transformation module that extends the generic visualiza-

tion to a project plan. 
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By following the above four steps, the project plan of this project is visualized as a 

Gantt chart as shown in figure 14.5.  

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 14.5 the plan of this project as illustrated using the Gantt visual-

izer plugin realized in this project. 
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